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Mordechai Miller 

Of Rights & Duties 

In our gratitude for living in democratic, tolerant countries, 

we often lose sight of the subtle pitfalls 

of any non-Torah political system. 

AMONG TllE MANY POLITICAL SYSTEMS that exist in 
theory or fact, the Western countries of the modern 
world have devised a system of government that is 
among the most democratic. enlightened and 
progressive ever known to man. But inherent in every 
political system is a value scale inimical to Torah values: 
and that is even more true of liberal democracies than of 
other forms of government. 

Since governments are concerned with the Jaws it 
drafts and enforces. it would be most sensible to first ex
amine the nature of the laws in question. In the field of 
jurisprudence, the principal relationship between people 
is the right-duty relationship. Every right. whether legal 
or moral, necessitates a corresponding duty. For exam
ple. if I have the right to demand a hundred dollars. you 
must have the duty to give me a hundred dollars. Rights 
and duties are descriptions of the same relationships. the 
same sets of facts. viewed from two opposite stand
points. 

The task of a political system is to protect and 
pron1ote rights. The victories in politics, the victories of 
statesmanship. are in such documents as the Petition of 
Rights in England and the American Bill of Rights. set
ting out all the rights of man. All constitutions of 
enlightened countries set out rules insuring fundamental 
hun1an rights. And new "rights" are constantly being 
discovered: the rights of women, of welfare recipients. of 
crin1inals. 

Torah starts from the other end of the right-duty 
relationship. It is concerned primarily with the duties of 
1nan. The Torah contains no list of fundamental huinan 
rights. It has 613 fundamental duties. Of course. there 
are duties in a political system-namely. to respect the 
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rights of others. The duty emanates from the right. In 
Torah. rights accrue as a result of duty. When the Torah 
says, "Thou shalt not steal," it is affirming a right of 
property. Rut the emphasis is on the individual's duty to 
respect others' property. not on his right to his own 
property. 

Giving and Taking 

Tiff DIFFERENCE IN EMPHASIS is fundamental. Politics. 
unlike Torah, teaches us to assess the value of a govern
ment or a society by the number of rights and material 
benefits it grants. The attitude of mind engendered by a 
political system is that of a taker, whereas the Torah 
Jew is a giver. David Hamelech says in Tehilim: " Il:J1;:> 
:Jlt:l ,., cip'?x .. - "To me. nearness to G-d is good." 
This. is an apparently simple statement. But ""·hat is 
meant by cip'?x n:iip . closeness to G-d" Obvious
ly. there is no such thing as geographical proximity to 
G-d. To be near G-d means, rather. to emulate His 
111idos-His attributes or characteristics. Now. all the 
midos of G-d (mercy, patience. loving kindness .. ) have 
this in common: G-d does not take. He gives. (If this 
were not so. if G-d would take. that would imply a lack 
in Him.l''Il.) 

Therefore, to the extent that one is a giver, his tnidos 
are closer to CJ-d's. and to the extent that one is a taker. 
one moves further away from Him ... there is no stasis 
in life: as long as a person lives. with every single action 
that he takes, he is either giving or taking, either draw
ing closer to G-d or drawing away from Him. 

The nexus bet\veen the taker-giver relation and the 
rights-duty relation is clear. The person who thinks only 
of his rights is a taker: the one who tries to fulfill his 
duties is a giver. 

The Creation of HNeeds" 

IN EVl'RY POLITICAi. SYSTEM. and most obviously in a 
democratic system. there are always two (or more) par-



ties vying for popular support, each promising that if it 
gains power it will give the individual voter more rights. 
To participate in a political system, to vote for a 
political party because it promises a person rights, is to 
be a taker. For this reason, a political system draws the 
individual inexorably away from G-d. 

One may disagree. One may feel that there are certain 
rights a government should guarantee its citizens, and 
that it is possible for a person to fight only for certain 
limited rights, without becoming a permanent taker, 
always grasping for more. Such a view is psychologically 
unsound. It is typical of human nature always to want a 
little more than one has - no matter how much one 
already possesses. Chazal say: '1Y11 mt.J i':> IV',, 
"tJ'nKt.J - If a man has a hundred-piece, he wants two 
hundred." Elsewhere, they say ''Ynl nt.J 011< )'!<,, 
"11':l in11<n - No man dies having achieved even 
half of his desires" - and that means no man, neither 
the richest, the most powerful, nor the most ac
complished. Once the political system has accustomed 
the individual to demanding rights and benefits, one 
finds it impossible ever to be happy with what one 
already has. For this reason, no political system can ever 
succeed permanently in securing its citizens' welfare and 
happiness. Every time a neighbor acquires something 
new, one feels a new hunger. The supply of goods 
available in the world at any one time is finite, but a 
man's desires are infinite. So desire leads to unhealthy 
competition, to strife, to class conflicts, to labor unrest 
and to a host of other ills that beset the industrialized 
world. In the decades from World Was ll through the 
'60's, when the standard of living steadily improved, did 
Americans steadily become happier" Did they find more 
and more inner peace and contentment? 

There is only one ambition a man can fully satisfy if 
he strives for it-and that is the ambition to fulfill his 
duty. 

To the "Wretched Refuse": Stay Out 

THE TORAH TELLS us about a political state called 
Sodom. )n days of yore, people thought the cruelty of 
Sodom, its treatment of strangers, simply inexplicable. 
To us, however, the Mechilta's description of the 
character of Sodom has a very contemporary ring. Ac
cording to the Mechilta, Sodom was an abundantly rich 
country, with a thriving agriculture and plentiful natural 
resources. Nonetheless, the people of Sodom said, "We 
do not need any one to come here. We export food. We 
have silver and gold, precious jewels ... let us see that 
there is no further immigration." 

Her citizens feared that an inOux of immigrants would 
lower their standard of living, so they decided to limit 
further immigration. They did not exclude Lot, who was 
a man of means and more likely to do Sodom good than 
harm, but they had no use for vagrants, for people who 
could not support themselves and might end up depen
ding on their largesse. 
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When we read the Torah, we are shocked at the evil of 
Sodom's ways. But when we consider her policies from a 
political viewpoint, it seems different. Consider this: The 
base of the Statue of Liberty says, "Give me your tired, 
your poor, your huddled masses yearning to breathe 
free, the wretched refuse of your teeming shore." Now, I 
wanted to get a visa to visit America for ten days. I had 
to fill out a batch of forms designed to make it absolute
ly certain that I would not remain permanently in 
America. Perhaps they thought l wasn't tired, or I 
wasn't poor, or I wasn't wretched refuse. But the fact is. 
despite the ideals engraved on the Statue of Liberty, 
Americans will not permit indigent foreigners to enter 
their country, lest their standard of living decline. 

The "Triumph" of the Welfare State 

MY PURPOSE IS NOT to criticize America. One could 
similarly concentrate on the nature of England's 
policies. Today England is a welfare state. Medical care 
and supplies are free, the old are provided for, and so 
on. Most Englishmen consider the welfare state a 
political triumph. But even if we disregard the 
maddeningly inefficient bureaucracy and the exorbitant 
taxation that. such a comprehensive welfare system en
tails, we as religious people must view this particular 
political triumph with distaste. The salient fact of the 
welfare state is that it absolves men of moral respon
sibility. Everyone has rights, but no one has any duties: 
no child has the duty to support his parents in their old 
age, no one has the duty (or indeed, considering the tax 
rate, the means) to contribute to any charitable cause. 
Every charitable virtue has been squeezed out of the 
British character by the all-inclusive welfare state. The 
welfare state may be a political triumph, but it is 
possibly the outcome of a moral disaster. 

One could imagine that if a Member of Parliamen: 
were to rise tomorrow and air such views-if he were to 
declare publicly that via the national health insurance 
program, Great Britain is killing feelings of loving
kindness among its citizens and stiOing the feelings of 
duty that children should have towards parents-the 
Honourable MP would be escorted from the House to a 
more suitable Institution. ff he were a person in authori
ty, with the power actually to implement his ideas and 
dismantle the national health system, he would be con
sidered a traitor to his country and a public enemy. 

The Torah vs. Political Systems 

PERHAPS THE INHERENT CONTRADICTION between the 
direction of the Torah's thrust and that of common 
political systems is best illustrated by a well-known 
Midrash that tells of the travels of Alexander the Great. 

Alexander decided to visit the court~( the King of 
Katsia to observe how justice was dispensed there. 
While this distinguished visitor was there, an unusual 
case was brought before the king. It seems that Tom 
had sold Dick a worthless, barren piece of land, and 
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some treasure was subsequently discovered on the 
land-whereupon Dick insisted that the treasure by 
rights belonged to Tom, while Tom insisted that the 
treasure belonged to Dick! The king of Katsia heard 
the ltt'O nten out. then turned to Tom and said, "Do 
you have a son o.fmarriageahle age?'' Tom answered 
in the affirmative. "And do you, Dick," asked the 
king, "have a daughter of marriageable age?" Again 
the answer was yes. "Let your children marry, and 
share the treasure," decreed the king. A shidduch 
\Vas made and the case was dismissed. 

Alexander. however, was unhappy with the deci
sion. "Jn my country," he told the king of Katsia, 
"had such a case arisen, we would have killed both 
men. and the government would have taken the 
n1oney. 

On the face of it. Alexander's reaction seems 
ridiculous. How often do you find two men as generous 
as the litigants in this case, each of whom was willing to 
defer to the other" Why should they be executed9 What 
had they done wrong9 

A facile answer would be that Alexander \Vas mentally 
unbalanced. But in fact, he was an outstanding general 
in his time, a disciple of Aristotle, a statesman and a 
man of great culture and understanding. Why did he 
react the way he did" 

The judge was the supreme authority of his land. He 
was entrusted with the welfare of the state. His job, in
Alexander's view, was the protection of rights, on which 
alone a civilized state can be built. But neither of the 
litigants in the case had any particular desire to demand 
his rights, nor did the king make any attempt to enforce 
either man's rights. To Alexander, such a casual attitude 
toward the enforcement of rights could only lead to a 
breakdown of the political system, and to the downfall 
of civilization. He would have executed any man who 
relinquished his rights, because such a man would repre
sent a threat to the stability of the state. 

The point is simple and inescapable: political attitudes 
debar attitudes which accord with Torah. 

Prepared/or publication by TOBY BULMAN 

Completeness of Faith 
Based on an address delivered by 

RABBI MOSHE FEINSTEIN K"tJ•':iw 

at the recent Convention of Agudath 

Israel of America 

Avraham: Belief in Face of the Irreconcilable 

THE TEN NISYONOS (tests) that Avraham Avinu endured 
were seminal events in Jewi'Sh history. We refer to them 
again and again in our tefil/os, drawing upon the merit 
of his proven faith. Yet, if held in comparison to other 
feats of endurance and other acts of faith, they do not 
seem so unusual. For instance, the first nisayon involved 
Avraham leaving his native Charan for Canaan, a 
strange land where he was unknown. Jews have suffered 
so many expulsions and exiles since then that the term 
"Wandering Jew" has become commonplace. What is 
so singular about Avraham's response to that nisayon' 

Similarly, the tenth nisayon, the Akeida-Avraham's 
willingness to offer Yitzchok as a sacrifice - does not 
stand alone in Jewish history. Throughout the 
generations, we have unfortunately been expected to 
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give our lives as an act of faith, and we have not 
hesitated. For example, the Talmud (Gittin 57:) 
describes how the seven sons of Chana, in the Macab
bean era, all willingly gave their lives rather than des
cend to idol worship. In fact, Chana instructed her 
children to inform Avraham that she sacrificed seven 
akeidos. while he sacrificed only one. Why do we refer to 
Avraham's devotion in our tefillos, when apparently 
Chana's superceded his? 

In addition, the Midrash states that if Avraham had 
failed the final test of the A keida, the value of the nine 
other nisyonos would have been reduced to naught. It 
would seem that after having surmounted the first nine 
obstacles, Avraham had at least proven his worth in 
regard to them. Why would this accomplishment be 
negated by failure to pass the tenth? 

,,_ 

These questions are not so difficult if we understand a 
nisayon as not merely a challenge to perform difficult 
acts. Each nisayon constituted a conceptual challenge to 
Avraham Avinu's understanding ofG-d's attributes and 
of his own destined role in life. In fact, the command, in 
each case, seemed to pose open irreconcilable contradic
tions to his previous concepts. 

For instance, at the time of the first nisayon. Avraham 
was well established in Charan and had used his political 
and economic power as a base for winning people to 
belief in Hashem. The command of "Lech /echa . . " 
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challenged all accepted concepts of economic and 
political strength, with destructive ramifications regar
ding his spiritual program. He was told that, upon 
reaching Canaan, "I will make you into a great nation, I 
will bless you, I will give you fame, and I will make you 
unto a blessing." These are not the advantages a 
stranger expects to gain in an alien land. Yet Avraham 
did not hesitate and immediately set out for Canaan. ful
ly confident in Hashem's blessings. 

Each subsequent nisayon further challenged the com
pleteness of Avraham's faith. The greatest challenge of 
all came at the Akeida, which was a direct contradiction 
to the promise that the perpetuation of his family line 
would emanate only through Yitzchok. One could well 
imagine a meeting between A vraham and a contem
porary, where the latter would ask him: "Do you believe 
Yitzchok will carry on your name"" The answer would 
be, "Definitely, yes'" 

Should he continue and ask. "Did Hashem instruct 
you to sacrifice Yitzchok?" the answer would also be. 
"Definitely, yes." 

Finally: if Avraham were asked "How do you recon
cile the two?" Avraham would answer that Hashem 
directs the world, and he believes what Hashem tells 
him. regardless of his own inability to comprehend His 
plan. 

Avraham understood his role as responding to the 
will of Hashem, not to attempt to rationalize what he 
did not understand. In this way. Avraham is truly uni
que, for, while Chana indeed did sacrifice her seven 
sons, she was never given any assurances that this would 
not be necessary. Avraham. on the other hand, did have 
such assurances. His devotion not only surmounted 
emotional difficulties, but rational challenges. as well. 

While his emuna was being subjected to increasingly 
difficult tests, on each occasion his response had to be 
one of triumph. Once a person fails in one aspect of 
belief. he can not be considered a partial believer. or a 
90o/(l ma'amin. An emuna that is incomplete is 
meaningless. When he faced the challenge of the A keida, 
his entire standing as a ma'amin was on the line, for total 
triumphant expression or total failure. 

A vraham and Y aakov: Reaching Out to 
Family and Stranger 

ALTHOUGH TRUST IN HASHEM was fundamental to 
Avraham 's character, another feature was also 
dominant: "He called in the name of Hashem." 
Yitzchok also "called in the name of Hashem," foster
ing and spreading an awareness of Hashem throughout 
the world. By contrast, we do not find that Yaakov ever 
made any such similar public declarations. He was a 
"dweller of tents" who was primarily involved with his 
own family. Yaakov justified this attitude by scrutiniz
ing the results of Avraham's conversion efforts. True. 
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Avraham's activities were held in high esteem. In fact. 
for having mobilized his 318 recruits to rescue Lot. and 
distracting them from their spiritual pursuits, he was 
punished and his children suffered an exile of 318 years. 
Yaakov, however. judged the net result. for no remnant 
remained from these converts. Yaakov, therefore, con
centrated on improving the calibre of his own family. 
Similarly, in our quest for self-perfection, our goal must 
be to improve our own standards of performance and to 
devote our efforts to our immediate family of Jewry. 
rather than to the broad world. 

It is interesting to note the extent of Yaakov Avinu's 
devotion to self-perfection. His trip to Charan. which 
normally would have taken three days. was miraculous
ly completed in one. Yet, he returned to Mt. Moriah. the 
site of the Akeida, to daven. He reasoned. "How can I 
pass the place of my forefathers' devotion without stop
ping to pray?" It is remarkable that he chose to overlook 
the miraculous aspect of having reached Charan so 
quickly, and instead turned back to Moriah to seize the 
opportunity for self-improvement. 

We, too, must recognize our overriding obligation to 
devote ourselves to self-improvement and the improve
ment of our own brethren. Just as we have an obligation 
to give ma'aser, a tenth of our resources, to the im
poverished, so must we devote a tenth of our study time 
to help and to teach those of our brethren who are 
spiritually impoverished. 

We should be aware that we succeed in influencing 
others in many ways in addition to formal tutoring. Our 
very actions serve as learning experiences for others. If 
we carefully follow the mitzvos and study Torah. our 
fellow men take note and follow our example. Thus. we 
ask Hashem every day that we be granted the ability to 
"learn. teach, retain. implement. and uphold the entire 
Torah." We are all not teachers, scholars, or poskim, but 
we all teach and implement the Torah by virtue of our 
actions. 

Our influence of others finds many channels. for when 
a person succeeds in achieving a higher Torah standard, 
it is not just his soul, his neshan1a, that is on a higher 
level. His enter being is on a loftier plane. This is borne 
out by a passage from Bereishis, describing the six days 
of Creation: When man was created, it says "Man 
became a living creature." This phrase is applied to fish 
and birds also. Yet, in regard to the human being, the 
words ''living creature' are interpreted by Targum 
Onkelus to refer to the power of speech, surely not the 
case in regard to lesser creatures.The explanation is evi
dent from the beginning of the passage. "And He blew 
into his nostrils a living neshama." Since man has a 
neshama, the very same words "living creature" have a 
much higher connotation than they do in regard to 
beasts. If the human soul consists of a loftier substance. 
than the human body is also on a higher level. Thus, 
when a person achieves higher spiritual attainments for 
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himself, it gives him undreamed-of channels for influen
cing others toward betterment. 

Emuna U'tzeddaka: 

Of Faith and Generosity 

THE TALMUD ASSURES us that if one gives a tenth 
(ma'aser) of his income to charity, he will become 
wealthy. The Rambam, however, only states that 
whatever one gives for charity will not result in a per
sonal loss. In other words, Hashem will reimburse us for 
our expenditures for tzeddaka, but the Rambam goes no 
further. Why does the Rambam offer lesser guarantees 
that the Talmud does - simply no loss, rather than 
wealthO 

In seeming to scale down the "guarantee," the Ram
bam is actually offering an insight in the area of en1una 
- faith and trust in Hashem: Our wealth and worldly 
possessions are from Hirn. We merely act as G-d's 
agents with His money, and whatever is spent for 
tzeddeka is replaced in full. Of course, we might be 
privileged to become wealthy, as mentioned in the 
Talmud. Not everyone, however, merits such a reward. 
If a person has committed certain transgressions, his 
reward might be diverted to the World of Reward, the 
World-to-Come. The Rambam, therefore, is strengthen
ing our faith in Hashem by taking all contingencies into 
account: No loss will be incurred from giving tzeddaka. 
Wealth is a possible result of giving, but it is not in
evitably so. 

An example of the conditional nature of blessings is 
found in Yaakov's message to Eisav: "I lived with 
Lovon, kept the 613 mitzvos . .. and I have oxen, 
donkeys, sheep, slaves, and maidservants." Rashi ex
plains that he meant to show that Yitzchok's blessings 
for success in agriculture were not fulfilled. Rashi does 
not mean to suggest that Yaakov denied the effec
tiveness of the hrachos, for that would have been a 
denial of Yitzchok's prophecy powers. Yaakov's inten
tion was that any wealth he enjoyed was a result of: "I 
kept the 613 mitzvos." But he had still not merited the 
full measure of Yitzchok's blessings. By contrast, the 
blessings heaped on Eisav were granted without con
ditions. 

Similarly, some 700 years later, when Shlomo 
Hamelech built the Bais Hamikdash, he requested of 
Hashem: "If a non-Jew prays at this spot, ans\ver his 
request. If a Jew will pray here, answer his plea only to 
the extent that it is beneficial for him." The reason for 
this distinction is that if the non-Jew's prayer is not 
answered, he will rebel and deny the existence of the 
Deity. The Jew, however, trusts in Hashem and 
recognizes that there are circumstances where, in spite of 
earnest prayer, he does not merit a full response. This, 
then, was implicit in Yaakov's reply to Eisav: "You 
surely find the circumstances surrounding the wealth 
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granted to you far more to your liking than the con
ditions of my blessings." 

IN SUMMARY. the overwhelming call of our times is to 
strengthen ourselves in our emuna; there is no such thing 
as partial faith, or a belief that impels a person "most of 
the time."' As challenges to our emuna mount, so must 
the depth of our commitment. 

Our obligation to our brethren includes giving of our 
time to teaching others, but it also means the added 
burden of serving as a personal example. 

Generous and responsible giving of tzeddaka is a com
bination of these two areas in that, in the first place, it is 
an act of concern for those less fortunate: and, in addi
tion, it is an act of faith, recognizing our G-d-given 
obligation, and knowing full well that, regardless of the 
expense incurred, one never suffers a Joss from monies 
allocated to tzeddaka. 

Of Giving and Receiving: 
Charity and Education 

IT IS AN UNFORTUNATE COMMENT on our times that 
while people do not hesitate to submit halachic queries 
regarding Shahhos laws, foods that they consume, and 
laws of marriage and divorce (which is as it should be), 
they rarely inquire regarding the education of our 
children and the giving of tzeddaka. There are crucial 
decisions to be made: Should a child be trained for a 
career" Should he go to college" Should he continue to 
study Torah as his full-time pursuit" The answers to 
these questions are definitely in the realm of halacha. 

Similarly, we must submit questions regarding the 
charity that we give. Too often, when people are ap
proached to contribute funds, they say, "I give to more 
deserving charities"; or, ""This doesn't seem quite 
worthwhile. I'm waiting for something more important 
to come along." This type of approach can effectively 
eliminate all charity-giving, and close our most impor
tant institutions. 

Another excuse commonly used to avoid giving chari
ty is, "Times are difficult. I simply have not had any in
come this year." We must recognize that tzeddaka is 
modeled after two types of giving: Ma'aser and Challa. 
Ma'aser, a tenth of one's income, was not in effect dur
ing the first fourteen years that the Jews devoted to con
quering and dividing Eretz Yisroel. The Bnei Yisroel 
were not yet settled in the Land. After that, however, the 
tenth of Ma'aser applied to all income. And, similarly, 
today it would apply to all profits and income that a per
son realizes. 

The second category, Challa, is an active obligation 
that applied to the dough that was kneaded and baked 
from the very first entry of the Jews into Eretz Yi.voe/. 
This portion-one-twenty-fourth of the bulk-is not 
based on income but on acquisition for consumption. 
Today some of us may be suffering from a reduction in 
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income, but we still manage to find funds to allocate for 
purchase of food, clothing, relaxation and vacations. On 
this basis, we can surely find the means to allocate funds 
for tzeddaka, as well. Indeed, we must. 

I believe that it is most significant that Agudath Israel 
can be the answer to queries in both of these areas -
chinuch and tzeddaka. First of all, it is deeply involved in 
the chinuch of our children, and plays a crucial role in 

gaining vast financial support for our Torah in
stitutions. Along the same lines, Agudath Israel is in
volved in the important task of establishing a sense of 
respect, dignity and awe for the word of Hashem, and 
for those who represent it. On the second level, support 
for the activities of Agudath Israel constitutes tzeddaka 
of the highest order. 

Prepared for publication by CHAIM EHRMAN. 

Chumash: Preparation for 
Our Encounter With the World 

Based on an address by RABBI 

Y AAKOV KAMENETSKY .K"t:l'C,W 

delivered at the recent Convention of 
Agudath Israel of America. 

IT IS RECORDED IN THE TALMUD that before our 
rabbinical leaders would meet with leaders of the 
Roman Empire, they would just review the Chapters in 
the Torah that describe the prototype of such en
counters: Parshas Vayish/ach, which recounts Yaakov 
Avinu's preparations in advance of his reunion with his 
estranged brother, Eisav, and their subsequent meeting. 
Once, Rabbi Yehuda HaNasi embarked on a trip to 
negotiate with Andriyanus Ceasar without his usual 
preparatory review, and was forced to return mid-trip 
for lack of funds. He considered this indicative of in
adequate preparation. So he reviewed the prescribed 
Chapter, and them embarked on the trip once more. 

It truly seems inconceivable that Rabbi Yehuda -
known as "Rebbe" by virtue of recording (and thus 
teaching) the Mishna for all subsequent generations -
should have been lacking in any way in his comprehen
sion of the Vayishlach encounter. It is unlikely that he 
had forgotten any crucial insight from his previous 
review of Vayishlach . .. .It is a custom among Jews to 
say this Chapter after the conclusion of the Shabbos. No 
sooner does one leave the shelter of the Shabbos, but 
what one encounters the full brunt of Eisavs world. The 
last Motza'ei Shabbos review of Vayishlach should have 
been fresh in Rabbi Yehuda's mind. Yet it seems that 
there was need for a new study. 
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The Growing Need 
PERHAPS THIS NEED can be better understood by 
referring to a problem of a different sort: While people 
recognize the value of buying a tiny tallis kotton for a 
small boy as a training for future performance of the 
mitzvah of tzitzis, not many can see the pitfalls inherent 
in this. Little children grow, but the tiny four-cornered 
garment remains tiny. Eventually, a grown man may un
awares, still wear a miniature tallis, too small to be used 
for the mitzvah of tzitzis. 

Unfortunately, too many of us are also outfitted with 
child-sized conceptions of Chumash from which we 
never divest ourselves. We continue to understand Eisav 
according to our Cheder training: "Vayavo Eisav - and 
Eisav came; Vayochal - and he ate without a bracha 
beforehand; Vayeisht - and he drank without a bracha 
afterwards .... " But we have grown up since, and so 
must our understanding of the personalities and events 
of the Chumash mature. In fact, with each increment in 
personal growth and in anticipation of each new ex
perience, we can uncover new layers of meanings with 
fresh applications in Chumash and the interpretations of 
Chazal. 

Thus, Rabbi Yehuda HaNasi had genuine need to 
study Vayishlach anew, in preparation for each en
counter with Eisav's offspring: and having failed to do 
so, he found himself unprepared, and was forced to 
return to Eretz Yisroe/ - to his Chumash. 

Our Current Encounter 
WE ARE NOW IN THE MIDST of a face-to-face encounter 
with the progeny of Eisav, making it all the more essen
tial that we return to our Chumash study with an ap
proach of maturity and searching. 

First, we must attempt to perceive of Eisav as the 
complex person he was, beyond the simple blacks-and
whites of childhood conceptions. It thus becomes im
portant to understand how Eisav changed as radically as 
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the Chazal tell us he did. Until the age of fifteen, he was 
not much different from his brother Yaakov. It was only 
then, when his grandfather Avraham passed away, that 
he rebelled: "How could so righteous a man die before 
his time"? he asked. (It was apparently known that 
Avraham was destined to live longer.) "There is neither 
judgment nor Judge'" he cried, and embarked on an 
orgy of transgressions. It should be apparent that no one 
can undergo such a complete transfonnation from 
"Yaakov's brother" to the rowdy who "ate without a 
hracha ... ,"unless there was some preparation for this 
change beforehand. Yaakov, by contrast, had many 
supports to his basic emuna (belief in G-d), and the 
challenge of Avraham's early demise did not seem to up
set the over-all strength of his belief. Eisav's emuna had 
been waning for a much longer time. The major under
pinning of his faith was his grandfather's presence. 
When that was taken from him. his emuna was left 
without support. 

As an extention of this: We arc aware of the dispute 
among the commentaries as to whether the malachim 
Yaakov dispatched to report to him regarding his 
brother's intentions - were they human scouts? or 
malachim mamosh, virtual angels? 

This might hardly seem to he a matter for Talmudical 
dispute. for we are aware of Yaakov's familiarity with 
malachitn without this incident. What new insights can 
be gained from determining the exact nature of these 
particular emissaries? 

lt seems that Yaakov was interested in information 
that only a ma/ach could provide. He had wrested 
Yitzchok's brachos from Eisav through deceitful means, 
because he and his mother, Rivka, did not share 
Yitzchok's trust of Eisav. They realized that if only 
Eisav would be blessed with material bounty, he would 
not carry out their father Yitzchok's designs: he would 
not share his wealth with Yaakov. who would be pur
suing a purely spiritual existence. There was need for 
Yaakov to be blessed with independent material 
resources. . . Twenty years has passed since then. 
Perhaps Eisav had mellowed and was ready to enter the 
partnership of study-and-support once envisioned by 
Yitzchok. Yaakov's entire approach to Eisav at their 
meeting would be determined by this assessment of his 
status. 

It was possible that Eisav's intentions were obvious to 
the human onlookers. On the other hand, it was also 
possible that in spite of his belligerent appearance, Eisav 
was ready for a spiritual alliance. Only a malach is 
equipped for this type of perceptive evaluation. 

Today, too. we have difficulty in interpreting the in
tentions of our adversaries. We might be inclined to rely 
on human instinct, but a higher sort of perception is 
often required .... 

We are in need of guidance. We must continue to 
study our Chumash with depth, in search of basic in
sights in the events of our A vos to help us understand 
our current dilemmas and how to deal with them. 

Some Thoughts on Moshiach 
Based on further remarks by RABBI 

Y AAKOV KAMENETSKY. 

PEOPLE GENERALLY LOOK BEYOND the immediate 
present to five or ten years hence, or even more -
overlooking some immediate obstacles and liabilities. 
but nonetheless, taking general conditions into account. 
By contrast, at this moment it is impossible to anticipate 
conditions ten years from now. In view of the current 
state of affairs and their steady rate of deterioration, one 
simply can not conceive of any sort of stable society 
even five years from now, without considering the ad
vent of Moshiach. 

I am positive that my preoccupation with Moshiach is 
not my own exclusive concern. Undoubtedly, there are 
countless other Jews who know well that he will be with 
us soon, and thus try to envision just what sort of person 
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he will be: a tnember of the Satmar group? a Vizhnitzer? 
or a Gerer chassid? . ... On the surface of it, people want 
to know, simply so that they may identify with whatever 
group or faction Moshiach will belong to. Deep in their 
hearts, however, every Jew cherishes the belief that, if 
he's a Satmar, so is Moshiach; if he's a Gerer, so is 
Moshiach; if he's a Litvak. so is Moshiach. 

In truth. however, this type of speculation is really 
pointless. As the Rambam describes the era of 
Moshiach, he will be with us as an active force before we 
are truly positive of his identity as Moshiach-Hashem. 
He will lead Jews in victorious battles and build the Bais 
Hamikdash before he will be fully accepted as that cen
tral figure who gathers in the far-flung exiles of Jewry 
and rules over them all. 

Ultimately. at the height of his glory, the breadth of 
his personality. the depth of his profundity, the scope of 
his achievements will surmount any particular group af
filiation. Not that the integrity of each sub-group, each 
shevet, within Jewry will no longer be relevant: but 
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members of each group - those who identify with 
different Chassidic strains, the German Jews. the 
Lithuanian Jews - will each recognize his particular ap
proach to avodas Hashem (Divine service) in the single 
Moshiach figure. Just as Queen Esther "found favor in 
the eyes of all that beheld her" (Megillas Esther 2,15), 
because each and every national group was positive that 
she was one of the (Talmud: Megilla 13a). 

On the threshold of Moshiach's coming, in the midst 
of the mounting turmoil that surrounds us, we see 
ourselves in the throes of an awesome time known as 
chevlei /eida. when we experience the convulsive birth 
pangs preceding the emergence of a new era. One can 
become overwhelmed with a sense of fatalism finding 
oneself with no means to mitigate the horrors of the 
years that lie immediately ahead. This need not be so. 
There is much room for tefilla and we must take advan-

tage of this: for instance, the 400 years of "Your 
children shall be strangers in a land that is not theirs, 
and they shall enslave them and oppress them" (Breishis 
15,13), began with the birth ofYitzchok. Yet, he did not 
suffer enslavement or oppression. Because of his per
sonal merit, the only suffering he was forced to endure 
was the fact that Avimelech King of the Philistines could 
not tolerate the abundance of blessings Yitzchok en
joyed: "Go from us, you are extremely more powerful 
than we are" (Bereishis 26, 16). 

We, too, must pray that as we enter this era of "chev/ei 
leida." of birth pangs of Moshiach, that we, too, be 
spared the fullest measure of "enslavement and op
pression," as was Yitzchok in his time. Pleading for His 
mercy, confident of His concern, we can hope to witness 
Moshiach's speedy arrival, unscathed. 

Passing the Test 
Based on an address delivered by 

RABBI YAAKOV YITZCHOK 

RUDERMAN .K"~'?W at the recent 
Convention of Agudath Israel of 
America. 

The Cruelty of Not Understanding 
WE ARE BEING SUBJECTED to mounting crises. Some are 
world-wide, and may seem to touch us only as citizens of 
the world: but in one way or another, they stem from 
Jewish issues. Other crises are directly related to us as 
Jews. The total picture is, in many respects, unlike 
anything we have ever witnessed before as a people. It 
should be obvious that our survival is at stake, and we 
should respond in kind. 

The Rambam outlines the recommended response to 
a crisis in his Hi/chos Ta'anis (Laws of Fast Days): 
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I. "ft is a positive commandment in the Torah to 
cry out and sound trumpets on any infliction that 
befalls the community . ... 

3. "However, if there is no crying, no trumpeting, 
hut rather they will say that what has befallen is an 
aspect of life, a pure coincidence that all this has 
happened - this is a cruel reaction." 

One might wonder wny a person who fails to under-

stand a crisis in Jewish life as a reason to seek G-d's mer
cy is considered "cruel," rather than a doubter or an 
apikores. Isn't his problem one of lack of comprehen
sion and commitment rather than lack of compassion? 

To better understand the cause of "not crying out or 
trumpeting," one can refer to an incident that took place 
in last year's Yorn Kippur War: 

Two soldiers were sitting in a fox-hole, observing the 
terrible destruction on the battle-field. One recited 
Tehillim, while the other ridiculed him. Suddenly, shells 
began to explode in their immediate vicinity. The 
erstwhile scoffer grabbed the Tehillim to share in the 
teftllos of his companion. 

What had happened when the shelling came closer to 
home? If the soldier who laughed at the Tehillim of the 
other was simply a non-believer, the approach of the 
shells would not have added at all to his faith. But, 
beyond doubt, he came to feel the threat of death with 
an immediacy he had not experienced when viewing the 
rain of death from across the battlefield. The reason he 
was not previously impelled to beseech Hashem's help 
was because of his unfeeling heart, not because of his 
uncomprehending mind. 

Intellectually, we, too, are capable of analyzing the 
Mid-East situation and discerning the life-threat posed 
against the yishuv in Eretz Yisroel. If we do not respond 
by seeking Hashem's help with a sense of desperation, it 
is only because we fail to identify with the plight of our 
brethren, and we fail to realize how the dagger poised 
over their heads is similarly poised over us. We lack 
compassion, not understanding, and thus the Rambam 
could well find us guilty of "cruelty." 
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The Need: An Extraordinary Response 
WE FIND THAT AFTER the churban Bayis Rishon. the 
destruction of the first Bais Hamikdosh, the Navi Yir
miyahu said, "Hisbonenu vekiru len1ikonenos - Think 
deeply to understand and call upon those who wail." 
These words were addressed to the people who had seen 
and experienced the terrible suffering of the destruction. 
One would think that they, above all, already under
stood the full meaning of their situation. But the Navi 
told them to think deeply about the situation in order to 
understand it truly. 

Even when we live through an experience. we cannot 
truly comprehend what is happening and what the im
plications are without stopping to think and to consider. 

In these extraordinary times, we are obviously depen
dent on Hashem's mercy and indeed do need His in
tervention. One wonders how we can possibly merit 
such miracles. Consulting the Gemora ( Berachos 20a), 
we find that Rav Pappa asked the same of Abbaya: 

"Why are we different from those of earlier 
generations' M irac/es were performed for them, but 
not for us. If it is in the merit of their Torah study, 
we are far more accon1plished ... than they were . . 
Yet, Reb Yehuda would but untie his shoe (in 
preparation for prayer). and rain would begin to fall 
in response to his anticipated prayer. As for us, we 
torture our souls and cry out to Hash em, but receive 
no response. 

He replied, "Our predecessors were maser nefesh 
for kiddush Hashem (devoted their very lives to 
sanct~fy His name) whereas we do not. For instance, 
Rav Adda bar Ahava was so offended by an im
modestly dressed woman he thought to be Jewish. he 
did not hesitate to publicly reprimand her." 

In order to merit special intervention from Hashem, 
we, in turn, must go out of our way to express our 
dependence upon Him, and to be zealous in carrying out 
His commands. 

The Test Pattern 

THE EARLY HISTORY OF OUR PEOPLE is marked by 
repeated incidents of the Patriarchs being put to the test 
by G-d, followed by their response of extraordinary 
devotion. Witness Avraham Avinu and the ten nisyonos 
(tests) to which he was subjected. In each case, he sur
mounted the obstacles and demonstrated his faith in ex
traordinary ways. The ultimate result was that each of 
these episodes developed within him special 
characteristics that he, in turn, passed on to his off
spring. For instance, when Avraham responded to the 
Divine command to leave his birthplace and his father's 
house to settle in Canaan - a foreign country where he 
was unknown - a special attachment was developed 
between him and the Land, a relationship that is 
perpetuated between his children, Bnei Yisroel, and the 
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Land, Eretz Yisroe! . ... Also, by acting on G-d's com
mand to offer his son Yitzchok as a sacrifice on Mt. 
Moriah, Avraham endowed the Jewish People with yet 
another feature in their national character: an un
hesitating willingness to submit to the most trying con
ditions - even death - if this be G-d's will. By respon
ding to trying circumstances with acts of extraordinary 
devotion, the Jewish People can expect a corresponding 
response of extraordinary mercy. 

The Range ofMesiras Nefesh 
THE TERM "n1esiras ne.fesh" literally means a willingness 
to give up one's life for a higher goal, Abba ya referred to 
the extreme devotion of the earlier generations as 
"mesiras nefesh." Yet, the example he cited was one of 
zeal, but not risk of life. What is really required for our 
prayers to be answered, according to Abbaya, is any ex
tra measure of devotion beyond the ordinary - such as 
Rav Adda bar Ahava's intolerance for a breach of im
modesty. (In similar vein, the Gemora reserves the term 
"eved Hashem - servant of G-d" for those who study a 
passage one-hundred-one times, as compared to those 
who study it but one-hundred times. The difference, of 
course, lies in the fact that I 00 represents a round 
number, an attractive goal that one may well aim for. To 
go beyond the 100 mark is a gesture of extending oneself 
beyond goals of satisfaction totally submitting oneself to 
fulfillment of His will). 

In our crisis-ridden times, we are being put to the test; 
we are being submitted to most unusual trials and 
pressures. Our response must also be one of mesiras 
nefesh - not necessarily giving up our lives, but going 
beyond the ordinary in our fidelity to mitzvos, perfor
mance of good deeds, diligence in study, concentration 
in prayer. We must prepare ourselves in advance of the 
performance of these acts with a frame of mind that 
befits an individual under life-threat, desperate for sur
vival. In addition to enhancing the quality of these acts, 
we must add to them quantitatively: study more, give 
more generously, recite extra chapters of Tehillim. 

The more severe the test, the more urgent that our 
response be extraordinary, and the greater our 
assurance that we will witness speedy end to our trials. 
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N isson W of pin 

• Jewish Women in a Torah Society 

for 
frustration? 

I. The Role of Women 
Differences in a Plastic Society 

MEN AND WOMEN share a common humanity - an 
overwhelming bond. to be sure. But differences in their 
emotional makeup, their inherent personalities, and 
their basis for fulfillment are far more than some people 
are willing to concede. It would seem that biological 
differences testify to differences in basic function. and 
these should affect personality in ways profound and 
far-reaching. It would seem that to deny these 
differences would be to shut one's eyes to the obvious. 
After all, in virtually every society. each sex group 
traditionally has been assigned distinct life-roles. And 
most significant of all. these differences are reflected in 
the variations in mitzvah-responsibilites mandated by 
the Torah. 

Regardless of these differences, the claim is common 
today that preassigned sex roles have made women vic
tims of discrimination. and that they are not allowed op
tions equal to men in almost every phase of life - jobs 
available, compensation for work, opportunites for self
fulfillment. The role assignments that were once univer
sal, social critics point out. may have had their place in a 
different time. Today things are different: The food con
veniences and population controls available in contem
porary society have rendered the kitchen-nursery axis 
obsolete to modern woman, and the hunter-protecter
provider is equally meaningless as the exclusive activity 
area for sophisticated man. The structuring of roles by 
sexes, they claim, is outdated and without any meaning. 

The quest for equality to the point of sameness has 
even brought the dictionary to the chopping block. 
Directives have been issued to copy editors in the 
McGraw-Hill publishing house to purge their lexicon of 
sexist expressions. Hence, fires are doused by 
"firepeople" - not firemen; a "chairperson" wields a 
gavel - not a chairman, nor a chairlady. Further. book 
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or 
fulfillment? 

illustrations are to show television sets being repaired by 
women, while men cuddle the baby on the sidelines. 
"Equal" must mean "indistinguishable." 

This urge to homogenize mankind has spurred some 
women to see every traditional separating and categoriz
ing of human role and function by sex as a Bastille to be 
stormed and razed to the ground. leaving nothing sacred 
- including Torah and Judaism. Examining the com
plaints and criticisms they voice, some are obviously 
contrived: but others may seem to be of substance. As a 
rule. when one's attitudes and values are based fully on 
the Torah, such accusations can be dismissed as so much 
ignorant antagonism, so much gratuitous fault-finding. 
But these stirrings in the social order also mean that 
Orthodox women will be dealing with new-found 
freedoms and opportunities. To chart a sensible and 
productive response for ourselves, then, means taking 
into account the attraction of the new, and the inevitable 
unconscious absorption of foreign values. It summons 
deeper understanding of our own beliefs, a firmer 
anchorage in our own convictions, and it calls for a 
better assessment of the challenges to Judaism posed by 
forces of "liberation." 

The °Faults" 

fHE CHALLENGERS seem to focus. on the secondary 
status of women in Jewish society, and on her general 
stereotype by sex which limits her areas of activity, 
productivity, creativity. These, in turn. are viewed as 
stemming from a range of sources: Torah law and rab
binic ordinance (a woman does not wear te.fillin and is 
not expected to daven with a minyan; she is passive in the 
n1arriage ceremony, and cannot initiate divorce 
proceedings: she is not obligated to engage in Torah 
study) as well as custom and specific education (women 
are only associated with nursery and kitchen and are 
generally excluded from aggressive "masculine" roles in 
life). Those with a non-Orthodox orientation ask. "How 
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binding are the Torah Jaws, and to what extent do they 
take into account a woman's personal needs for expres
sion, fulfillment?" Others join in questioning customs. 
\vondering, "To what extent is confinement of women to 
home and hearth a reflection of the eternal, Torah at
titude'! and to what extent is this an outgrowth of exter
nal conditions, changable cultural factors, that may be 
discarded without regrets?' 

As the Torah Differentiates 

TO BE SURE, the Jew looks to the Torah to take human 
nature into account. But more: human nature actually 
reflects the Torah's truths - truths that pre-date man to 
the extent of serving as the blueprint for all creation, in
cluding mankind. As the Zohar HaKadosh says: "lstakal 
8' oraysa. He looked into the Torah and created the 
world accordingly." Many of our Torah luminaries have 
explained this axiom more fully: "The Torah did not ex
amine the family structure and then issue the command 
to honor one's parents. On the contrary: because the 
Torah's ideal society involves child-parent respon
sibilities. G-d found it necessary to create the family." 
The flesh-and-blood relationship between parents and 
children, then, is an expression of the spiritual 
relationship between Man and his source. For that 
matter, the entire Torah-dictated structure of society 
reflects a higher spiritual reality, and these realities are 
the starting point for biological and psychological 
aspects of creation. One simply does not deal with one 
without the other. 

"One week Dad would light the candles and Mom would 
say Kiddush and the motzi, and the next week they'd 
switch." 

-fr<Hn a story in World Over, a magazine.for children published hy rhe 
N. Y. Board of Jewish Education. 
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Woman. her personal role, her status in home and 
society, all reflect characteristics very much her own. 
These halachic particulars correspond to biological and 
emotional specifics - her child-bearing and nurturing 
capacity, her superior intuitive capacity. And all of these 
are part of the "Vayiven - He fashioned her. .. " accor
ding to a specific design (see Bereishis 22, 3). And the 
details, the many facets of her design, are outlined in the 
Torah. 

The woman's role is not the object of discrimination 
- just one of definition. There are many such assigned 
roles in Jewry that seem to spell advantage - or disad
vantage - to the select; but, in truth, they are 
assignments of responsibility. The Kohain enters ex
clusive Temple areas to perform Divine service. Daily he 
blesses his fellow Jews, prefacing his words with the 
hracha: "Blessed art Thou ... who sanctified me with the 
sanctity of Aharon ... " - privileges denied all other 
Jews. Yet. he, in turn, has no ancestral lands, and relies 
on "priestly portions" and gifts for his livelihood. 

There are other roles of privilege and limitation that 
are assumed by choice rather than by birthright. 
"Whoever takes the burden of Torah upon himself is ab
solved of obligations to the government" (Avo.1· Ill, 6), 
referring to exen1ption from taxes and military service. 
Rabbi Shimon bar Y ochai's exemptions went beyond 
this. He was so immersed in Torah study, that for thir
teen years he was absolved from tefi//a. The rule "in
volvement in one 1nitzvah frees one from other 
obligations" does not normally apply to Torah study 
vis-a-vis prayer. The Torah scholar is not exempt from 
davening. But Rabbi Shimon's involvement was so all
encompassing that it became the exception .... This 
supreme Torah-role was of Rabbi Shimon's election 
and, indeed, he succeeded in realizing his goal. 

Women as a genre are also assigned to a pursuit all 
their own - as is the Kohain. And women are expected 
to become so totally immersed in the role of serving as 
the home-base of all Jewish activity ("His wife, she is his 
house") to the exclusion of all distracting obligatory ac
tivites - as was Rabbi Shimon bar Yochai. Their child
bearing capacity should not merely be viewed as the 
source of this responsiblity capacity. It is an expression 
of it. 

Thus, a woman is not obligated in most mitzvos that 
are time-bound. Nor is she involved in those that require 
community, such as tefil/a betzibhur, or bearing witness 
in monetary cases: and bearing arms is viewed as 
"masculine" and outsider her purview. This is not 
meant to forcibly confine woman to her home. Yet, it is 
in the home where she finds her fulfillment. 

When a woman does focus her interests, activities and 
designs for fulfillment outside her home, this can 
become a factor in the destruction of the family as a 
viable unit in society. Statistics need not be cited. Books, 
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magazines articles, and the shocking crumbling of 
families within everyone's circle of acquaintances tells 
the reader that the family is not as healthy an institution 
as it once was. Freeing women from the responsibility of 
home-keeping is a major factor: The woman who seeks 
and finds satisfaction outside of the home will view 
housekeeping as menial and a drudgery, and she gives it 
less of her attention and interest. Without the single con
trol figure devoting her efforts toward its optimum func
tion, the home deteriorates. In addition, freer mixing 
among the sexes, no matter how legitimate the precis, is 
bound to result in greater familiarity among men and 
women, offering more opportunities for violations of 
marital fidelity, wreaking further damage to the stability 
of the home. 

But Where Is Fulfillment? 

TRUE. A WOMAN'S SPHERE of activities in the Torah 
society are defined by an appreciation of her capacities, 
her strengths, and her pre-destined role. But women in 
many other societies persist in seeing themselves as 
members of an exploited class that is denied full func
tion and equal rights with man. Part of this dissatisfac
tion is based on a Jack of comprehension of the 
overwhelming importance that should be attached to 
"home-making." 

Part is based on a realistic appraisal of ancient 
woman's status as chattel - to be purchased, used, and 
abused. While this treatment in primitive societies (and 
its modern-day implications) may seem similar to the 
Jewish woman's perpetuation of "Sarah ... behold she is 
in the tent," it has no counterpart in Jewish tradition, 
where a man is enjoined to love his wife as much as 
himself and to honor her more than himself. 

Part of this rejection of the traditional roles is based 
on a willful ignoring of the nature of man's volatile sex
uality: for necessity in contemporary society often dic
tates excessive mixing of men and women in cir
cumstances that might promote compromise. This 
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vestigal note of caution is bound to be scoffed at by 
those whose ambitions exceed their moral sensitivities. 
or by those whose sensibilities simply offer no resistance 
to society's steady swing toward immorality. The Jew 
will still cherish "Kol kevuda - all that is glorious in the 
king's daughter is within" as an ideal, not as a closeting 
of half of humanity. The non-Jew may not have the 
benefit of such a tradition. Thus, the prudent Jew may 
be accused of not trusting human nature, when he really 
acts cautiously out of knowledge of human nature. 

Yet, a Jewish woman may still complain. She still 
appears to be limited in her orbit of activity. Torah 
study, which occupies the most exalted position in 
Jewish life, is outside of her purview. All she can do is 
send her sons off to yeshiva, and patiently await her 
husband's return from the House of Study - making 
her little more than a grandstand-warmer on the fringe 
of the action, a mere appendage to the activists. 

This complaint may come from the heart, but it ig
nores the soul of the matter: Judaism recognizes the 
blen<ling of efforts and accomplishments that marks a 
true partnership. In the prototype of joint efforts -
Yissochar in his tents of study and Zevulun in his mer
cantile ventures - both share equally in financial gain 
and ultimate recognition for spiritual growth. By the 
same token, man and wife not only find spiritual and 
emotional completion in merging with the other in 
marriage, but they also share in each other's growth: she 
in his Torah study and amelioration, he in her involve
ment in the perpetuation of Kial Yisroel through the 
primary unit of the family .... And, as Chazal say, 
engagement in communai activity (such as the woman ·s 
family endeavors) is tantamount to Torah study: 
resulting in the wife providing Torah-merit for her hus
band, by virtue of his identification with her activity. 

By contrast, when a woman seeks actualization of her 
"self' to the exclusion of involvement with her family, 
she not only denies her feminity, she also ignores her ex
isting creative involvement in her husband's activities. 

Worse yet, the woman who seeks acceptance in a 
man's world on her own terms - on the basis of her in
tellect her creativity, her sense of organization - often 
does so for the wrong reasons. She may well be entitled 
to have her efforts evaluated objectively and to be com
pensated accordingly. But this search can become tragic 
if she de-feminizes her self image to the extent of concep
tualizing success as "'making it as a man in a man's 
world." It is difficult to conceive of a greater triumph 
for male chauvinism than to put such a high price tag -
surrender of femininity - on woman's liberation from 
exploitation. 

The Inherent Comfort 

IN Af)DITION. there is an inherent comfort that men and 
women experience in their respective assignments. This 
was so obvious to the Biblical Pharaoh that, when devis-
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It would be difficult to conceive of a greater triumph for male chauvinism than to 
put such a high price tag - surrender of femininity - on woman's liberation 
from exploitation. 

ing tortuous work for the Jews in his bondage (avodas 
perach ). he reversed the accepted roles of men and 
women to induce a physical and emotional trauma upon 
his slaves. This was not merely a social trauma, for the 
switched roles were common to all Jews in his captivity, 
not just to exceptions. Today as well. uncharted paths in 
an open society can lead to a lack of definition in sex 
roles. and trigger a violation of equilibrium unequalled 
in modern times: for in spite of all claims to the con
trary, men and women find greatest comfort when 
working in traditional roles. 

To be sure, exceptional women have succeeded in 
proving themselves in roles associated with men, and as 
a prime example many point to the Prophetess, Devorah 

the Judge. But even Devorah never disclaimed her 
gender. She refused to accompany Barak in leading the 
Jews in battle. And in her triumphant victory song. she 
referred to herself as "A mother in Israel."' Even the 
woman who succeeds in a man's world must not cease to 
be a woman, or she loses far more than she gains. 

Thus, abandonment of exclusivity of roles for men 
and women is not at all a liberation, as touted. It is the 
forcing of people into roles for which they are not 
suited, really limiting their opportunities for fulfillment. 
In addition, it signals the ushering in of the destruction 
of the family as a shelter of values and security for its 
members, eliminating the most vital unit in an orderly 
society. 

II. Education for Identity 

· fhe Schooling of a Tradition 

WOMAN'S STRUGGLE for liberation is certainly bringing 
new challenges to the Torah society. But it is hardly the 
first time that women are experiencing a threat to their 
Jewish equilibrium. One of the features of living in Go/us 
is the apparent impossibility of escaping detrimental in
nuences of the market-place. And during the past hun
dred years. this has definitely been the case. 

Sure enough, when the intellectual enlightenment 
began to have its fullest impact in Eastern Europe. and 
the daughters of even simple Polish families were 
effected by universal education, Jewish girls were no ex
ception. Ultimately, these girls began to feel superior to 
their "backward'" parents by virtue of a few snatches of 
Polish poetry they had committed to memory. By token 
of this "superiority," they rejected their homes as a con
veyor of values. and the values were abandoned along 
with their source. 

This called for a radical solution, and indeed one was 
in the offing. Sara Schenirer succeeded in salvaging the 
post World War I generation of Jewish girls, as well as 
subsequent generations in Europe and America, when 
she founded the Beth Jacob movement of formal schools 
of study for girls - truly a visionary solution to a most 
severe problem. But this marvelous innovation (describ
ed elsewhere in this issue) was not without its own con1-
plicating features. For it is another phenomenon of 
Go/us that every contrived solution to an old problem 
beings new problems in its wake. This must inevitably be 
true in regard to the working solutions to any social 
problems that beset Jewish life. and the education of 
Jewish women to preserve traditional values proved no 
exception. 
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Lihrar_1· 5cene in Beth Jacoh High School of Denver 

When the task of imbuing Jewish values became in
stitutionalized. some flaws were bound to enter the 
process. The home is the natural setting for transmitting 
values. and the synthesis of a natural function is bound 
to be cumbersome. artificial, and imperfect. (A dialysis 
unit designed to replace the function of a person's 
kidney, which is smaller than a human fist. fills an 
average-sized room - and it is not fool-proof.) A school 
- regardless of how faithfully it spells out the 
philosophical outlook of the home, no matter how 
representative the faculty is of these ideals - is basically 
an institution of formal study. In addition to the 
school's success in teaching, imbuing, and exemplifying 
values. it also idealizes the method: intellectualization 
and formal study. This can be a decided advantage when 
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dealing with the education of men, for Torah study is a 
goal unto itself for men, quite aside from its role as a 
means for gaining necessary knowledge. (One drawback 
to a yeshiva-ized society is that the yeshiva student who 
fails in his Torah study pursuits can come to feel that he 
has failed in his Yiddishkeit.) 

When imbuing women with values through schooling. 
however, two hardships are built it: The Jess bookish are 
educated for failure, and those of more scholastic bent 
are educated for education. A woman is indeed required 
to master all Jaws pertinent to her halachic role, but the 
study that brings her to the knowledge is basically func
tional. The girl of greater intellectual gifts may well pur
sue her interests in those areas that concern her, but this 
would be the exception rather than the norm. And as 
stated, schooling does educate for education. 

Years later, when the graduate devotes her time and 
talents to making a home, rearing children. and creating 
a family, she'll comb her daily routine in search of some 
justification, some evidence of fulfillment along the lines 
of her education - and intellectually she may find 
herself wanting. Then the day comes when children are 
in school. and rather than recognizing the value of her 
most individual, highly specialized role of environment
creator and personality-molder, she sees all of her 
remaining activity so totally supportive as to have no in
trinsic value. easily replaced by the latest convenience or 
an old-fashioned maid-servant. 

The inner vacuum she must then contend with is a 
very real one. created by the cessation of intensive study 
she was involved in during her school days. 

Schooling Devaluating Home-making 

THIS IS NOT MEANT to find fault with education, Beth
Jacob style, for without it there would be scant hope for 
the religious survival of modern Jewish women. Besides. 
the dilemma of "the means of schooling becoming an 
ends" results at least as much from general societal 
trends as it does from our own schools. Yet, it is the 
Orthodox Jew, more than anyone else, who feels the 
pinch of the problem of the-school-replacing-the-home 
to the point of devaluating home-making in comparison 
to all outside activity. 

·rhis dilemma and some of its ramifications are most 
poignantly captured in a conversation between the 
founder of the Beth Jacob movement in America and 
this writer. She remarked: 
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"When I used to leave my family of little children 
every morn;ng, ;n the early years in Willian1sburgh. 
I would feel terribly torn. I had entrusted them with 
a competent sitter, but how much n1ore would I have 
preferred to be.feeding them myself- I telling them 
stories, I imbuing them with values - instead of 
some stranger. There is so much one can implant in a 
rhild through mealtime distractions and bed-time 

stories - iv·rapping them in kedusha instead qfnon
sense, telling them concept-building stories instead 
of'The Three Bears.' I.felt defeated every time J lefi 
for work. closing the door of my house behind me. I 
lt-'ould tvish .for Eliyahu Hanovi to come and relieve 
me o.f 1ny agony. 

"Then I graduated my first class. My first 
talmida. an A1nerican born girl, married, and she 
put on a sheitel. This was in the early 40's - it was 
an unbelievable breakthrough, and I knew then that I 
had been correct in the way I was conducting my life. 

.I no longer needed El(vahu to tell me so." 

Not every woman is founding a movement. Yet when 
she is a product of the Beth Jacob movement, she em
bodies its highest ideals along with its imperfections and 
imbalances. At its best, the young wife may even take on 
a share of the economic responsibilities of the family 
while her husband devotes himself as fully as possible to 
Torah study .... And the result has been a revolutionary 
upgrading of the level of Torah life in America. while 
the home becomes permeated with the atmosphere of 
every member of the household responding to a higher 
calling. At the other extreme, "keeping house" is 
associated with menial tasks, and is considered a 
denigration of a woman's capabilities ("I guess it's all 
right if that's all you care to do, or if that's all you can 
do ... "). 

Such is the Go/us phenomenon. Perhaps we must wait 
for Eliyahu Hanovi to restore to us all our sense of 
balance. But even in our current social context. there 
must surely be ways to compensate for the massive shifts 
in emphasis that abound. There must be some ways to 
bring Jewish women home. 

Repaving Traditional Paths 

AS STATED, Jewish women seek greater participation in 
broader society because, in part, this is a logical exten
sion of being successful in school. But we are not ready 
to tamper with our Beth Jacob schools, which have 
proven to be so eminently successful. Another source of 
this urge to find fulfillment in broader society stems 
from a general progression "from home to cor
poration." In this respect, at least, Jewish women can 
benefit from some of the widespread reassessment of 
this trend that is now taking place. While they may 
begin by "learning," they may well end up "teaching." 

One aspect of the heavy air of disenchantment 
clouding today's society centers around the imper
sonalization of modern life. Creativity, production, and 
consumption are all isolated from one another. Dwell
ing for a moment on any one of the three, one sorely 
misses the other two: most of a person's efforts to earn a 
Jiving - especially in more complex establishments -
seem far removed from the creative aspect of produc
tion (see Studs Terkel's recent book, Working); and the 
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average worker can realize only a symbolic relationship 
between his job and "bread-winning" - even the paper 
bank-check he takes home at the end of the week must 
in turn be translated into food, clothing, shelter, and 
entertainment. Creativity and emotional fulfillment 
usually come from hobbies and other secondary preoc
cupations, not from one's employment. So people view 
with fond nostalgia The Good Old Days, when man 
grew his own grain, ground his own flour, baked his 
own bread. They search for pride and meaning in their 
daylong activity: not finding them, they often leave the 
beaten path of the highly industrialized society - grasp
ing at every homegrown symbol available, from 
organically-grown foods to worn-out denims. 

The irony of it is that one could easily cite as the last 
vestiges of personal involvement the following fields of 
activities: molding and guiding personalities: working in 
plastic arts; preparing one's own food needs; and delv
ing in the spiritual, so as to imbue the mundane with 
sanctity. These rewarding pursuits are found in greatest 
abundance in three activities that the Jewish tradition 
has entrusted to women: ushering in the Sabbath by 
kindling the lights on Friday evening; separating the 
"'cha/la"" when baking bread: and keeping the conjugal 
laws of family purity. 

These, indeed, do touch on areas of most intense per~ 
sonal involvement: 

* BRINGING CHILDREN INTO THE WORLD. guiding 
them, training them, imbuing them with love ofG-d and 
respect for fellow man .... When Eve conceived and 
gave birth to the first child ever born of woman, in ex
ultation she named him Kayin - "Konisi - I have 
produced a man in partnership with G-d." What can 
match this achievement? 

There is a well-known anecdote involving a young 
couple, cradling an infant, who approached a Rebbe for 
guidance on raising the child to be a tzaddik. "How old 
is he"" the sage asked. 

"Two months," was the reply. 

"'Then you are eleven months too late in asking for 

advice." 

Optimum preparation for greatness begins before 
conception, and surely does not end with birth. Raising 
and guiding children to their fullest potential is a full
time occupation, and a singularly rewarding one. One 
need not look beyond the confines of the home for this 
experience. 

* BAKING BREAD as a means of providing for the 
physical sustenance of the family; mixing, adding the 
yeast, kneading, twisting and shaping the breads: 
separating the priestly portion, allowing the loaves to 
grow, slipping the pans into the oven ... serving and 
enriching the staff of life with love ... . 

The dining table is likened to a mizbei"ach - an altar. 
Mealtimes are meant to be more than moments of 
nutritional replenishment. They provide those valued 
occasions when the family is in union: and they also 
could be sacred occasions. The care invested in prepara
tion and serving meals adds immeasurably to their stan
ding as salient moments in the day. 

* KINDLING THE SHABBOS LIGHTS. bringing the glow 
of fulfillment, spirituality and tranquility to a hectic 
household. Uniting the Shabbos - an island of 
spirituality and calm in the week-long raging sea of 
mundane pursuits, with the home - an anchorage of 
permanence and dedication in a fickle sea of changing 
moods. 

One might be quick to dismiss the discussion of these 
areas as an exegesis forced beyond its original intent. 
But that would be short-sighted. First, the Chaza/ un
derscore these three as the Jewish woman's special 
responsibilities. Second, so many of today's alienated 
are searching for the experiences represented by just 
these three activities. 

All the more pity, then, if in search of greater fulfill
ment, the Jewish woman flees her home-centered orbit 
of activities to join her non-Jewish sisters in seeking 
liberation from tradition - in effect, abandoning her 
position as the last hold-out against assembly-line living, 
totally capitulating to the tyrannies born of the in
dustrial revolution. 

I II. A Postscript 

THE HOME SHOULD BE the setting for the Jewish 
woman's most valuable, productive, and fulfilling ef
forts .... But society has her conditioned to think 
otherwise; and her schooling has educated her to ex
perience otherwise. Can there be some kind of corrective 
measure, realigning her goals and satisfactions with her 
traditional, ideal role? 

Other women rise above the tidal pull away from 
home. They find challenge and satisfaction at home 
without apology, but do require an occasional change of 
environment, or need additional sources of income.Not 
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everyone can or should become a teacher. Here, too, 
some innovative thinking should be encouraged. 

On the first count, schools and organizations have 
both attempted to effect a subtle shift away fro:n total 
stress on the intellectual. They have been incorporating 
hospital duty and visits to shut-ins into their regular 
curriculum schedules. This constitutes a small but 
meaningful step in the right direction. 

Some creative women have come up with money
making enterprises they operate from their own homes 
- bringing themselves income, while performing in-
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valuable services for others. These include: 

* Operating nurseries and day-care centers for 
children of working (or shopping) mothers. Some gain 
government funding; others run their nurseries as part 
of a charity program, eschewing personal profit. 

* Writing, editing, and translating stories, poems, 
plays, and news bulletins for schools, charitable in
stitutions, and the general public. All of those erstwhile 
year-book editors provide a formidable literary corps. 
And our children's library shelves are embarrassingly 
bare of worthwhile books, as are our schools and camps 
of worthwhile dramatic material. The supply should ex
pand to meet the demand. 

* Creating, designing, and hand-painting dolls, toys. 
favors for children; or for home decoration: or for 
original tashmishei kedusha (religious artifacts) such as 
cha/la covers, Shahbos aprons, tablecloths .... Why must 
the full range of modern Jewish art be limited to Hester 
Street chintz and Israeli antiqued brass? 

* Jewish communal life once had a full range of ac
tivities - visiting and nursing the sick, the aged: supply
ing food and clothing for the impoverished: burial 
societies - run for women by women. There are some 
communities (such as Chicago and Baltimore) that still 
take pride in initiating younger women into their 
Chevrai Kadisha when necessary .... Getting away from 
home for a spell need not be purely self-indulgent. It can 
be a purposeful and generous act, too. 

The list should go on. At the moment it is limited by 
Jack of experience and a limited imagination. Neither of 
these should short-change women in their creative 
application of personal resources to new needs -
without doing violence to their most treasured Jewish 
femininity. There must be feminine answers to Jewish 
woman's continuing search for enrichment and fulfill
ment. 
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Chaim Shapiro 

A Flame 
Called 

Sara Schenirer 

Forty Years 
Since Her Passing 

'" 

SEPTEMBER 1939, Poland was destroyed in three days. 
The country was then divided by the infamous Stalin
Hitler pact, and Wilno was handed over to Lithuania by 
the Soviets (JO - May '73). The yeshivas moved at once 
to Wilno to escape Bolshevik control. which would 
never tolerate the existence of Torah life. Those who did 
not go with the yeshivas en masse had to smuggle their 
way across the border. I was one of them. The borders 
were sealed as only the Russians could do it, and cross
ing illegally meant gambling with one's life - or with a 

CHAlr>.·l ~H,\PJRoregu!ar!y contributes articles to these rnges regarding 
the Eurorean roots of our Torah heritage. Much oft he material in this 
urticle is hased on the book "Ai1n Berisroe/." published by Net::ach in 
Tel ;\ viv. 
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stay in Siberia. at the very least. My parents decided that 
I make that dangerous move together with my yeshiva
chaver Zelig Wisbart (presently in New York). The same 
question came up regarding my cousin Yehudis Kagan 
of Tiktin. She was an orphan, and the roads were full of 
forn1er Polish soldiers, Russian soldiers, Lithuanian 
soldiers (on the other side of the border), and hordes of 
crin1inals released from prisons. So we decided against 
her taking the risk. 

Once in Wi!no, we rejoined the Kamenitz Yeshiva, 
which was temporarily meeting in a Beis Midrash. We 
had to inake our own personal arrangements, so I rented 
a room from Reb Shmuel David Warshavchik (present
ly Rosh Yeshiva of Rabbi Jacob Joseph Yeshiva in New 
York). 

Early in 1940. Mrs. Warshavehik told me, "A girl 
came here to see you. She asked that you go to the Bais 
Yaakov House." This was a four-story building with 
roon1s on every floor, rnuch like a hotel. In the dining 
hall full of girls I met Yehudis. I was shocked. "You 
dared to s1nuggle across the border?'' I asked with 
anger. 

"So did you 1" came the reply. 
"But I am different. I am a Ben Torah!" 
"So am I a Bas Torah'" 

She was a graduate of the Bais Yaakov Seminary in 
Cracow, and the flame of Sara Schenirer was hurninf( 
within her. 

AFTER TllE WAR BEGAN. some 35 girls leapt to their 
death from the top floor of that same building when 
they saw German soldiers approaching. They feared 
death less than they feared losing their Kedushas Bas 
Yisroel (sanctity). The flame of Sara Schenirer was bur
ning withing them. 

RABBI DR. YITZCHAK LEWIN of New York (chairman of 
American delegation to the World Agudah) is in posses
sion of the following letter: 

"/don't know \vhen this fetter will reach you, nor 
tfyou still remernber me. I met you at the Knessia in 
Marienbad. When this feller reaches you, I shal! not 
he among the living. A few more hours and all will he 
in the past. We are 93 girls, ages 14 to 22. We are 
teachers and students in Rais Yaakov. On July 27, 
the Gestapo can1e, took us out o,fourapartmen1, and 
threw us into a dark room. We only have water to 
drink. The younger girls are terribly frightened. I 
com.fort thern: soon \Ve shall be together with our 
mother Sara. 

"Yesterday they took us out of the dark room. 
The /Oak away all our clothing. left us only our un
derthings, and told us to bathe. They said that today 
German soldiers i-vill be con1ing to visit us. We in1-
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mediately took an oath to die together. The Ger
mam don't know that the bath they gave us was our 
tevilla (ritual immersion) before our death. We 
prepared poison. When the soldiers \viii arrive we 
shall drink the poison. We are saying Viddui 
(confessional) together all day. We are not afraid at 
all. We have only one plea from you: say Kaddish 
for 93 Bnos Yisroel. In a little while, we shall be 
ivith our mother Sara. 

"Haye Feldman, Cracow." 

The "mother Sara" she was referring to is Sara 
Schenirer. They, too, feared death less than the loss of 
their Kedushas Bas Yisroe/. . The flame of Sara 
Schenirer. 

At the Heart of the Flame 
THE MORE ONE THINKS about Sara Schenirer, the more 
puzzling a figure she becomes: She was self-educated, 
never even having attended high school. How did she 
become an acknowledged pedagogue par excellence' She 
even personally wrote, edited and published the first text 
book she used for teaching her girls, because the books 
available were contrary to the spirit of Torah. 

My aunt Chana Shapiro, one of her first students, 
traveled to the other end of Poland, to Cracow, to at
tend her Seminary. When she returned, she was not only 
a melumedes (learned in Torah), but an excellent public 
speaker as well. Yet Sara Schenirer, her teacher and 
mentor, never took a course in public speaking. What, 
then, made her so exceptional a person? 

It has been said that hisbod' dus (introspective isola
tion) is the first step to greatness. Hence, the Patriarchs, 
King David, and many of the prophets were shepherds. 
More recently, the Baal Shern Tov would wander alone 
through fields and forests. Alone with 
G-d, in the lap of His creation, one can pursue lofty 
thoughts undisturbed and experience spiritual growth. 

But in Poland there were no Jewish shepherds. Where 
could a girl seek isolation, time to think undisturbed? 
Young Sara became a seamstress. Unlike America, 
where a seamstress worked in a crowded, noisy shop, a 
seamstress in Poland worked alone in a small room 
.... Sara would think of her father's stories of how Reb 
Hirsch the tailor would say a Passuk Tehillim (verse 
from Psalms) with every stitch, wondering, "How could I 
make clothes for my Nesharna?" 

And when one client was unusually particular about 
the measurements of her dress, Sara recorded in her 
diary: 
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"People are such perfectionists when it comes to 
clothing their bodies. Are they so particular when 
they address themselves to the needs of their sou/?" 

When her father, a Chassidic Jew, noticed her thirst 

for spiritual matters, he began to bring her Hebrew 
seforim with Yiddish translations. Every Shabbos she 
would review the weekly portion in her "Tzeno Ureno" 
(which cites Midrashic interpretations) with the 
"Nachlas Tzvi." Once she had discovered the Chok 
l'Yisroe/ (which assigns passages of Torah, the 
Prophets, and Mishna for every day of the year) she 
began to study each day's portion. 

Her family soon dubbed her "The Chassidis'te." 
Because of her keen intellectual interest, she was invited 
by a relative to attend a Friday night lecture at "Ruth," 
a girl's club. She was shocked when one of the leaders 
flicked on the light on Shabbos. 

"And the kefira and false ideas they lecture 
there' While the fathers of those girls are probably 
stud_ving Gemora, and the mothers poring over a 
Tzeno Ur'eno. Then and there the idea was born in 
my mind: if those girls would only have a proper en
vironment. . . " 

From Vienna to Cracow 
THE FIRST WORLD WAR broke out, and Sara's family 
became refugees in Vienna. On Shabbos Chanukah she 
went to the shul of Rabbi Dr. Flesch, where she heard 
him speak of the heroism of Judith. He called on the 
women of Israel to emulate Judith's heroic loyalty to 
G-d and Torah. Sara wrote: 

"Then I expanded on my ideas, with plans for a 
girls' school. If the girls of Cracow could only hear 
Rabbi Flesch's words about our glorious past and 
our noble heritage." 

After returning to Cracow that summer, she invited 
some girls to a lecture one Shabbos afternoon. As she 
was teaching Pirkei Avos she could see the sarcastic ex
pressions on their faces - For this you called us? Are you 
trying to turn back the clock' This is the twentieth cen
tury! She then realized that it would be asking too much 
from those girls to make a complete about-face for 
Torah and Yiddishkeit. She would have to start from the 
very beginning with First Graders - Children who not 
yet "taste the flavor of sin Ktm Olltl 11'.l)ltl l<r,IU" . 

She wrote about her plans to her brother - a Belzer 
Chassid living in Czechoslovakia. At first he ridiculed 
her. But when she insisted that nothing would stop her, 
he invited her to come to Marienbad. "The Belzer 
Rebbe is here and we shall ask him." She invested her 
last pennies in the trip. Her brother wrote a note (a tze
tle) to the Rebbe: "My sister wants to educate Bnos 
Yisroel in the spirit of Yahadus and Torah," to which the 
Rebbe replied, "Bracha Ve'hatz/acha" (Blessings and 
Success)! These two words gave her all the impetus she 
needed. And one might add that, at the time, this was 
the only help she received. 
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Where Does One Begin? 

Where does one get children? Who would entrust his 
child to a seamstress? Since when is she a teacher? Who 
made her into an educator? 

She overcame the obstacle by convincing her 
customers, the women for whom she had sewn dresses, 
to send their little girls to her. We read in her diary: 

"Twenty five lit1le girls. For most of them I once 
sewed dresses to clothe their bodies. Now I am 
creating spiritual garments /Or them." 

" Who can understand my feelings now? Who can com
pare himself to me now? How their .faces shine - their 
eyes sparkling with happiness - when I explain the mean
ing of a Bracha to them!" 

"The school develops with every passing day. My 
dreams are gradually coming true. Forty girls/ 
Baruch Hashem! The difficulties mean nothing. I 
already passed the stage of' Kol Haschalos Kashos' 
(All beginnings are difficult)." 

The Resistance 

HER MAIN DIFFICULTY came not from the opposition of 
the secularists, but from the indifference in Orthodox 
circles. How was she, a girl, to convince learned Rabbis 
and Chassidic Rebbis that girls also need a Cheder? The 
boys would all attend Cheder and yeshiva, while girls 
would go to public school at least until the seventh 
grade, as required by law. There were other Jewish 
schools, but they were all coeducational, and often anti
religious - such as the Zionist, Hebrew-speaking Tar
bus schools,* where the Torah was nothing more than a 
"history book." The "Cheder Mesukan" 
( )pinr.:i iin **)was a progressive school - not anti
religious, but with no commitment to Torah. True, the 
homes then were full of Yiddishkeit, where Shabbos and 
Kashrus were a tangible presence. But under the 
pressures of earning a living, parents often neglected 
their children, especially their daughters. Hence her cry, 
"Girls also need yeshivas!" 

She writes: 

* The Orthodox referred to them as 0'1<1'1'1 c•IVlx n1::i-1n. 

**The Orthodox circles would spell ir p1or.i ;1n. 
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"Those other schools are so far from Da'as Torah 
(a Torah perspective) .... Every parent takes care of 
his own daughter, until he discovers that she is no 
longer a Shomeres Shabbos - and then it is too 
late." 

More than the secular schools, the attraction of 
Haskala, Polish culture, the theatre, and - later - the 
movies were tearing these girls from their heritage. In 
Cracow, for instance, at one of the oldest Universities in 
Europe, the Yagellow University (founded by King 
Yagellow), many Jewish girls were attending. As Sara 
wrote: 

"Yesterday there was a lecture at the University. 
The topic: 'The Finest of Polish Literature.' The 
room was crowded with Jewish girls. It is no one's 
fault but our own that our girls al/end secular 
schools and belong to organizations where all sorts 
of chi//ul Shabbos take place. . .My dear sisters. 
don't you realize that secular studies have all the 
glitter of gold and all the utility of gold to the body' 
Think! Can gold satisfy a physical hunger' By the 
same token, a Jewish soul can never be satisfied 
from secular studies. Only our sacred studies can 
satisfy the soul. I very much doubt if any student is 
happy as I am when I read Sifrei Kodesh (sacred 
literature)!" 

Girls would come to shul every Shabbos, and their 
parents were pleased. But not Sara. She cries: 

"Watch how the girls daven; totally without moti
vation, as ifit were forced upon them. Some are here 
to please their parents . . . others, as 1/ Hashem needs 
their prayers. My sisters! When will you understand 
that our main purpose for being on. this earth is to 
serve Hashem?- Not/or the sake of parents. - not 
for fear ofGihenom, - not even for reward o/Olam 
Habo, - but for love of Hakadosh Baruch Hu!" 

The main thrust of a Bais Yaakov school, she con
cludes, is not as much teaching, as creating a Torah en
vironment. 

One can gain an inkling of her strength of character 
and the unremitting challenge of her environment from 
a note in her diary: 

"Tonight I became engaged. To celebrate, they 
tried to drag me to the theatre. I recalled a Midrash: 
When King David tried to get up and to sing prayers 
to Hashem at midnight, his Yeitzer Hora taunted 
him: 'Are you out of your mind? All other Kings 
sleep late into the day, and you want to rise at mid
night'' Replied David, 'Alright, then, I shall spend 
the night at the theatre.' 'That makes more sense.' 
was the reply. And the Yeitzer Hora left the scene. 
David arose anyway, and composed the beautiful 
Tehillim we say to this very day. Instead of wasting 
time at the theatre, (concludes Sara), isn't it belier 
to study Sifrei Kodesh?" 
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The Breakthrough 

THEN SUDDENLY the ice broke. Her school was 
"discovered" by Agudath Israel, which then became the 
mentor and guide of the Ba is Yaakov movement. To be 
more exact, Eliezer Gershon Friedenson.* an Agudah 
leader and the editor of its paper. sold Bais Yaakov to 
the Agudah. He stormed all the ivory towers of rab
binical leadership and stirred up the entire Orthodoxy. 
He began publishing the widely circulated, highly 
respected Bais Yaakov Journal, which gave the idea a 
tremendous thrust, opening the eyes of the many to the 
hazards of neglecting the spiritual needs of growing 
girls. 

Exactly two years after Sara Schenirer had opened her 
little school, demands began to arrive from all over 
Poland: Please open a school in our cif)if Save our girls! 
Her oldest student was only fifteen, and she simply did 
not feel ready to fulfill the requests. She had traveled out 
of Cracow, leaving her senior students to replace her: 
but that was in Cracow. Finally, she was forced to 
graduate her senior class and appoint them as teachers 
in various cities. 

The renowned Rabbi Meir Shapiro - then Rav in 
Galino, later Rav and Rosh Yeshiva in Lublin - once 
visited her school, which had grown to 280 students. He 
was so impressed that he immediately suggested that she 
organize a Seminary. She accepted the proposal, and 
Agudath Israel (i.e. Friedenson) undertook the job, and 
a seminary was officially opened. One hundred twenty 
girls registered for the Seminary the first year. Then 
Agudath Israel erected a five-story building, with dor
mitories, classrooms. and dining halls. There were no 
limits to Sara's happiness. 

Eliezer G. Friedenson writes: 

"What influenced the rapid development of Bais 
Yaakov most in such a short span of time was the 
idealism of Sara Schenirer and her girls. Whoever 
stood by the cradle of Ba is Yaakov knows the purity 
of faith and idealism of Sara and her first students. 
They suffered poverty and hunger. They lived and 
worked in small slum apartments, sacrificing 
themselves for their ideal." 

Dr. Leo Deutschlander writes (in the journal of the 
Samson Raphael Hirsch Society) about the "inner 
development of this unique woman": 

"No spiritual and intellectual force compared to 
the influence of the writings of Samson Raphael 
Hirsch on the self education and the inner develop
ment of the personality of Sara Schenirer. Hundreds 
of essays from the collected writings of Hirsch were 
copied again and again, and distributed in stenc;/ 

* Father of Joseph Friedenson. editor of Do.~ Yiddishe Vort. Yiddish 
language monthly published by the American Agudah. 
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form among the Bais Yaakov girls. No other books 
in the Bais Yaakov 1t·brary were so o.ften used, or 
showed signs ofivear and tear, as Hirsch's Comn1en
tary on Chumash, the Psalms and the prayer book, 
and his 'Gessame/te Schriften.' Up to the very last 
month of her life, she lectured to her students on 
Hirsch's 'Nineteen Letters of Ben Uziel,' which was 
her favorite book, and which she loved to study again 
and again together with her pupils. And it is well 
knoivn to those who are aware of the inner histor.v o.f 
the Bais Yaakov movement, that Sara Schenirer 
succeeded in passing on to her pupils the sense o.f 
revelation and wonder which she herself had ex
perienced when she first read this classic." 

There were some community leaders who resisted the 
innovative idea of Torah schools for girls. Sara writes in 
a letter: 

"You are right. If the local Rav will not support 
you, you will not make it. Most interesting; we had 
the same trouble with his brother in another city. 
He, too, opposed our school. The Agudah wrote to 
the Chafetz Chaim, and his reply will soon be 
published in our magazine, number 106. -In that 
city we lost seventy girls to the other schools. We 
\,Vere too late." 

She did not have to fight Reform or Conservative rab
bis (they did not exist in Poland). She had to overcome 
the opposition of Orthodox leaders. But in the end, the 
Psak and appeal of the Chafetz Chaim helped her 
succeed in her endeavors. 

Her Children, Her Sisters 

SARA SCHENJRER WAS CHILDLESS. but she considered 
the students of Bais Yaakov movement "her children." 
Once a girl graduated Seminary, however, she im
mediately became "Shvester" (sister) - which is how 
she addressed every letter she wrote them. She constant
ly corresponded, never losing contact with her 
graduates, writing letters until two or three in the mor
ning .... She attempted to arrange suitable matches for 
her girls, helping them find a proper partner for a life of 
Torah .... Wherever there was a slight chance of opposi
tion to the opening of a Bais Yaakov school, she would 
travel together with her graduate students to meet the 
opposition head-on. One of the graduates wrote: 

"She went with me to S. to open a school. We 
arrived there in the middle of the night. The next day 
she called a meeting of mothers and girls, and she 
spoke to them. A few disturbed the meeting, op
posing the idea of a Bais Yaakov. She did not rest 
until they accepted her invitation for a private 
meeting, which lasted the entire night. They became 
the best friends of Bais Yaakov and helped me sub
stantially in establishing the school. I then realized 
that she had been reluctant to leave me alone with 
the opposition in town, until she had converted every 
last one to my side.'' 
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Her Favorite Things 

WHIC!H'VER CITY SHE VISITED. whenever she spoke, a 
recurrent theme would be tzinius - personal modesty in 
dress and behavior. 

She did not lecture as insistently regarding devotion 
to her fellow's needs, but her personal conduct was more 
eloquent than any lecture. Reb Binyornin Zusman tells: 

"ft was late one evening, Sara Schenirer can1e 
into 1ny house, apologizing a thousand times. It was 
urgent, she said. She knows a young married man 
»1ho needs help badly. and here it tt•as - two ·weeks 
he.fore Pesach! Giving him charity openly ivould in
sult him terribly. She therefore asked me, since I 
daven next to him in shul, to slip.fifty zloties into his 
coat pocket. Fifty zloties was a lot of money. hut I 
had to fulfill her wish. I did exactly as she said, and I 
then tt'atched the young nian put on his coat after 
davenning. place his hands into his pocket - and I 
watched his eyes light up to the heavens." 

No wonder she was called "the female edition of the 
Chofetz Chaim." 

Her slogan was "a true Jew must be a whole Je\.\'," 
and, indeed, she expected her children to occupy 
themselves in extra-curricular activities. Out of her con
cern that they have a proper society and the right type of 
environment for their enterprises, she was among the 
founders of Bnos Agudath Israel. 

When she took ill and was admitted to the hospital for 
an operation, she wrote, 

PINCUS MANDEL 
R0cognized Expert-Over 22 Years of 

Experience 
fhrough th(' effort~ of R<lhbi Mc1~hf' Sheier, ot AgucLith 
l\r<10I, 1he cnop('r,llinn nf ihe hrael1 Con.,uld!C' dnd 
,h,iq,incc• of two prominent Orthndnx Phy~1rian~. 

H'gul.:ition'> hd\'(' bt>Pn amended n1aking it po~'>ible ior 

INTERMENT IN ISRAEL 
1n Ii·" ·rh.111 18 hour, .ifre1 derni,e, r'/, w11h all !-//DI 'RI/IA -

a' r/on0 onlv hv Sf/C)/\1R£/ TOR AU l 'l'd/ TZ\.iQS 
Craves available in all parrs of Ererz Yisrael -
wocured direcrly from CHEVRA KAO/SHA of 
ESTABLISHED KEH/LOS, responsible for rheir 

COMMUNITY CEMETERY. 

PINCUS MANDEL 
175 LEE AVE. BROOKLYN, N.Y.11211 

Day and Night Phone: (212) 855-5121 
Rr'cnnlllH'r1df'1/ by rnany prorninenl Orrhodox R.:ibbr., dnd 

Aclrnorim 

Known for Personalized, Ullra-Orthodox procf>dure in 
rendering ii Dedicated, Dependdb!e, Efficient Servic(' at 

Re,1son,1ble Cos! 

Agudah Member - 46 Years 
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"For the .fl.rs! tin1e in tiventy-three years I did not 
davcn be'tzibbur, and did not spend Shahhos with 
1ny girls." 

She was only fifty-two when she passed away on 26 
Adar, 5695 ( 1935). but she enjoyed the great satisfaction 
of seeing the widespread success of her revolution 
"Leshem Shomayim" (for the Sake of Heaven). 

THE FIRST KOSHER DRIVE-INS IN AMERICA 
Char-broiled Burgers, French Fries, Franks, Farm 
Fried Chicken, corn on cob. Fillet of fish & More. 

@ Supervised • Gloff Kosher • Shomer Shabbos 

96 MAIN STREET, NEW ROCHELLE 
Boston Post Road - Just North of the Mall 

40(1 ROCKAWAY T'PKE. LAWRENCE, L.I., N.Y. 

SURF AVE. & W. 15th ST., CONEY ISLAND 

marketing I direct mail I compuscribe typography 
thermography I calfigraphy I graphic arts 

212 fifth ave./ nyc 10010 I (212) 689-9832 
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* 143 S. Eighth St., home of the initial Beth Jacob 
Teachers Seminary in America: its largest facility is now 
located in Boro Park: the high school and Seminary 
have a total enrollment of over 900 students. 
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Beth Jacob: 
WHEN AN IDEA'S TIME has come, a paralleling of efforts 
often crops up in different parts of the world. (While 
Rabbi Y osaif Karo was compiling the Shulchan A ruch in 
Safed in the mid I SOO's. Rabbi Sh\omo Luria was 
preparing a similar effort in Lublin, and Rabbi Moshe 
lsserlish was similarly engaged in Cracow - all un
beknown to the other.) In addition, the public response 
to the idea is often one of a burst of enthusiasm. 

The Beth Jacob school system emgerged in Eastern 
Europe in the early 1920's. The network spread quickly 
across Poland and Lithuania. When the first Beth Jacob 
elementary school in America was founded (actually a 
merger of two existing, "Beth Sarah" and "Beth Chana" 
schools) by Rabbi Avrohom Newhouse in 
Williamsburgh, Brooklyn, in the later 1930's, and the 
Teachers Seminary by Rabbi and Rebbetzin Baruch 
Kaplan just before that. these were considered radical 
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A Pictorial Feature 
attempts that would not be subscribed to by an unap
preciative public. Today, specialized religious schools 
serve girls in almost every major Jewish con1munity in 
America, and around the world. Some bear the name 
"Beth Jacob:' while others - either by virtue of being 
founded independently of the Beth Jacob system or 
because of different nuances in phi:osophy - have 
assumed names of their own: Yavne (associated with the 
Telshe Yeshivas), Rika Breuer (Adath Jeshurun N.Y. ), 
Sara Schenirer (Brooklyn), Gateshead's "Sem" 
(England). Beth Sarah (Stalin-Karlin: also Yizhnitz). 
Beth Rivkah (Lubavitch), Beth Rachel (Satmar): with a 
total of some 35 elementary schools and an equal 
number of high schools carrying on the Beth Jacob 
tradition some fifty-five years after the founding of the 
first Beth Jacob school. forty years after Sara 
Schenirer's passing. 

* Los Angeles, California - proposed building 

* Jerusalem campus - now completed 

* Main building of Beth Jacob of Boro Park elementary 
school, with over 1500 students enrolled. 

* Denver. Colorado - in construction 

* Baltimore campus - elementary and high school buildings 
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Introduction 

Sexism is a word coined to denote discrimination 
against women. In much the same way certain minority 
groups used the epithet "racist" to isolate prejudiced 
and bigoted opponents, women's groups used "sexism" 
and "sexist'' in the battle for women's rights. Unfor
tunately, there is a very fine line between demanding 
equal rights and exacting special rights. "Sexism" is 
now being used to cross that line. 

The McGraw Hill Book Company ... 

McGraw Hi\I, one of America's largest publishers. 
recent!)' issued a set of guidelines designed, ostensibly. 
"to eliminate sexist assumptions from McGra\v Hill 
Book Company publications, and to encourage a 
greater freedom for a\I individuals to pursue their in
terests and realize their potentials.·· 

In doing so, McGraw Hi\I has declared that no longer 
is the book publisher to serve as a vehicle for bringing 
the writer"s ski\I and ideas to the reading public. No 
longer wi\I the public be free to make its own determina
tion about the books that meet its needs and suit its 

There is a very fine line between deman
ding equal rights and exacting special 
rights. The cry of"Sexism" is now being 
used to cross that line. 

mores. Henceforth. McGraw Hill books wi\I project the 
publisher's viewpoint: superimposed upon the normal 
standards of decency. style. skill and interest will be the 
criterion: "Does this book agree with the orientation of 
the publisher?" Therein lies a serious danger to society 
in general, and to Orthodox Jewry in particular. 

... And Its Guidelines 

The guidelines begin in a no-nonsense manner: 
"Though many women continue to choose traditional 
occupations." we are told " ... women should not he 
typecast in these roles ... " In essence. this directs the 

DR_ f·R YSH MAN teaches at the New York Institute of Technology and at 
Brooklyn College. and is involved in a wide variety of Jewish com
munity activities. 
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~'riter. "even though many (actually most) won1en opt 
for traditional roles, books should not represent the 
reality. Rather. books should depict what the editors 
would prefer to become reality." 

Along the same lines. authors are told that books 
designed for children should treat favorably married 
women who work outside the home. No provision. of 
course. for writers who feel a strong case should be 
made for the thesis that working mothers are the root of 
young pt;uplc's problems. Nor any provision for 
parents who want to inculcate different values in their 
children. Evidently. the free exchange of ideas is to be 
stilled by economic cencorship of the kind McGraw Hill 
proposed to introduce. Evidently. too, the freedom of 
choice of parents is to be restricted to "using the books 
published by another company." [Shades of the dictum, 
"love it or leave it. ."] 

More. "Books should emphasize:· the memo con
tinues, "'that women have choices about their marital 
status: books must never imply women have a mother 
instinct." In other words, topics which have never been 
properly resolved by sociologists, psychologists. 
philosophers are now declared settled by an executive 
fiat of the editorial staff of McGraw Hill. A single 
memo has ensured that a balanced point of view will 
simply not be published. It has dictated that young peo
ple will no longer receive more than one side of a fun
damental question. 

Can we not extrapolate to a time when authors will be 
told how t<> treat homosexuality ["another legitimate 
alternative to life"] or how the history of Europe is to 
be told ["episodes which lead to ethnic divisiveness 
should be exorcised"]" 

Note that the thrust of this memo is not directed at 
fictional works ["the language of literature cannot be 
prescribed"]. Rather. "teaching materials. reference 
works and non-fiction works" will be subject to the 
revised language and newthink of the editors of 
McGraw Hill. 

The Editors . . . 

Traditionally. editors have served to make judgments 
regarding work submitted by authors. Style. market. 
saleability have always been valid yardsticks for deter-
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mining \vhether or not to publish a book. But never in 
Ainerican publishing have editors arrogated unto 
themselves the right to judge the content of submitted 
n1ateria! against their personal bias and beliefs. 

Thus. McGraw Hill maintains that "language has 
rlayed a role in reinforcing inequality," Has it° Have 
all the studies been done? Have any studies been done? 
Jias language indeed been indicted in this way? Or is 
this just the perception of a small nun1ber of individuals 
\vho \Vish to use their positions to control the thinking of 
readers and writers alike? 

Jn the vie\.\-' of these people, the word "'Jewess" is not 
to be used. The fact is that a Jewess is distinct in both 
gender and in function (different in function. but not 
necessarily inferior in function) from that of a Jew. 
When editors are allo\.ved to base decisions on their ovvn 
limited knowledge, how realistic will be the evaluation 
of a submitted manuscript'? And how accurate can a 
McGraw Hill text be. if it must first meet the test of 
sonic editor's very subjective view of the truth? 

The memo would eliminate the word 
"Jewess." But a Jewess is distinct in both 
gender and function from a Jew. 

... And the New Reality 

The intent of the McGraw Hill memo is more than to 
restructure language. There is a clear desire to use the 
power of McGra\.v f·1ill's press to restructure society. 
Consider. for example, the following instruction to the 
\\-Titer: "Men and women should be treated primarily as 
people, and not only as members of opposite sexes." 
One niay of course argue that 1nuch of human interac
tion is a result of, and an interest in the gender 
differences - rather than in "'their shared humanity and 
common attributes." No matter. By presenting a dis
torted view of reality in print, children will conic to 
adort this as reality. In a single generation the distortion 
will become the reality. 

The misrepresentation of actuality pervades the docu
ment. Women should be shown as "bank presidents. not 
always as tellers." Translated, McGraw Hill is saying. 
"We know that women in banking usually serve as 
tellers, almost never as bank presidents. We would like 
to change this. We will portray reality in the desired 
manner - and contribute to the desired end." One may 
not argue with the end. But the means to be used by the 
"owner of the printing press" raises no end of harrowing 
possibilities for a free society. 

Dangers to Society ... 

The McGraw Hill Book Comrany has traditionally 
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been an in1portant vehicle for the formulation and dis
sen1ination of ideas and concepts. Unlike the presses of 
political and religious organizations, views of all parts of 
the srectrum were rublished. This well served the cause 
of a free exchange of ideas, so important in society. Vie"'· 
points and perspectives cornpeted in an open market 
place for men's (and women's} minds - and civilization 
progressed. 

The situation is now changed. The "owner of the prin
ting press" has arrogated unto him (her) self the right to 
decide what will. and what will not be printed. Is this not 
in the direction leading to controlled thought'' The 
publisher will rublish only those works which agree with 
her (his) view: the public is free to choose its reading 
material from among a large number of books rublished 
annually - all of which are in agreement with the 
publisher's vie'-"'. 

... And Dangers to the Orthodox Jewish Community 

With everyone else, we are threatened by the thought 
control, censorship aspects of this new policy. But un
like others who can view the aims of the current memo 
with a degree of objectivity, we must react with dismay. 
Our Jewish life is structured around the home-and our 
continued existence depends on Jewish girls retaining 
those attitudes which have served us so well in the past. 

We are endangered not only by the intent of the 
memo -- but by the content as well. Our children are to 
be exposed, rereatedly. to a philosophy which stresses 
that the woman's roll outside the home can be more 
desirable than her place in the home. There is a clear im
plication that the family structure is no longer necessary 
for a complete. full life for a Jewish girl. 

Nor can we be immune to this influence. The average 
Orthodox Jewish child (especially the girls) is a 
voracious, omnivorous reader. The poorest reader will 
generally finish no less than three books a week during 
the formative years of uges seven to fourteen. The 
typical Jewish girl will read no fewer than one thousand 

The intent of the memo is more than to 
restructure language. It is to restructure 
sodety. 

books in this period of time. The paucity of material 
written from a Torah viewpoint ensures that most of this 
quantity of books will be from secular sources. no few 
from McGraw Hill. 

It is true that most of the books that will be read will 
be fictional works. of the kind presumably unaffected by 
the mandated changes. But these books will be affected 
nonetheless - given the tightness of the children's book 
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market - and the desire of writers to see their works 
published. Virtually every author submitting a fictional 
work to McGraw Hill will voluntarily modify the work 
to suit the presumed, personal taste of the editors. And 
these tastes are without question dictated by the "sex
ism" memo. 

The manner in which ideas are absorbed is an in
sidious one. No parent should expect to see a child pick 
up a book. read it. and change. Rather. attitudes are 
developed as a result of exposure to impressions, ideas, 
facts over a long period of time. Every book, every 
memo, every experience adds its little bit to the vast 
amalgam which formulates a person's attitudes. 
character and personality, and every book written in ac
cordance with the new guidelines will do its little bit to 
erode a child's commitment to traditional values. 

A Community Response 

Orthodox Jews, raised in a tradition that lays great 
stress on propriety, on decency, on derech eretz, general
ly find it difficult to make use of the weapons used so 
successfully by other violent or strident groups. No 
doubt some of the approaches to be suggested will not 
meet with any response by the reader simply because of 
the public exposure that would be involved. But there is 
one step which all parents should and must take to 
protect their own children. at the very least. 

Until such time as McGraw Hill returns to the 
traditional relationship between publisher and writer, 
McGraw Hill books should be excluded from our 
schools. from our homes, from our libraries. 

In the same way that we train children to "look for a 
hashgacha" on the food they eat, we must train them to 
"look at the publisher" before reading books. 

In no sense should this be considered a boycott. It is 
rather a self-defense technique instituted to protect the 
mental and spiritual health of our children. Even now, 
concerned parents carefully monitor the books and 
other publications their children read-and for good 
reasons. The critical facilities of a youngster are rarely 
equal to the task of winnowing through the morass of 
ideas presented by an author to accept only the valid. 
and reject all the bad. 

There will be those who will decry the resulting 
narrowness in outlook in Jewish children. 1·0 this argu
ment there are two responses. For one, Torah Judaism 
has learned from bitter experience in America that 
children must have a valid Torah outlook before being 
able to meet the outside world successfully. For another, 
one must ask whether McGraw Hill isn't proposing to 
provide a single. narrow outlook to the children of this 
country. In essence they are restructuring the thinking of 
young people to their point of view - to the exclusion 
of all con fl icing views. Will those critics of our approach 
who profess interest in a "broad perspective" take 
McGraw Hill to task for its action? 
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In the past, parents have found the works of some 
authors to be acceptable: the works of others. objec
tionable. Henceforth, by McGraw Hill's own statement. 
we can recognize all books by this publisher as having 
been written by people who agree with the memo - and 
who have distorted their works to create the new realitv. 
in keeping with the wishes of the editors. It is completely 
reasonable for Orthodox Jewish parents to reject the 
\Narks of these authors - without reading them! 

Other A venues of Protest 

There are other approaches, although once again the 
innate reserve of Orthodox Jews will probably militate 
against their complete implementation. 

Every taxpayer has a voice (potentially) in deter
mining the nature of material purchased by the local 
public libraries. There is of course no way to prevent 
McGraw Hill books from being pruchased for these 
libraries. But a public watchdog group can ensure that 
books of this publisher are not purchased to any greater 
extent than those of other publishers. We may rest 
assured that certain other "public interest" groups will 
be exerting pressure on behalf of McGraw Hill books 
(thereby inducing other publishers to issue their own 
"sexism" memos). It would be sad indeed were we to 
lose this battle by default. 

Academicians. both Orthodox and otherwise, should 
be encouraged to raise their voices (and their pens) to 
protest against this unprecedent intrusion into the basic 
freedom of the writer. 

Administrators and principals in the more than four 
hundred Yeshivas and Day Schools in the Torah 
Umesorah network can make it quite clear to the 
McGraw Hill book salesmen that their products are no 
longer welcome in Torah institutions. Jn the final 
analysis, the favorite reading matter of those in control 
at McGraw Hill is an annual report printed in black ink. 
It is highly likely that any organized reaction to the new 
guidelines that threatens the salesability of the com
pany's products will result in a quick. complete rescind· 
ing of the memo. 

Conclusion: 

The options open to our com1nunity have by no 
means been exhausted by the above. It is possible. for 
example. to estahlish communications with other. non
Je,.vish groups. who are si1nilarly unnerved by visions of 
the society being foisted upon them by the strident few. 
And of course enlisting the energies of Rabbinic and 
Con1munal groups "vould result in additional pressure 
upon the McGraw Hill Book Company. 

But oi.1tlining a detailed course of action was not the 
prupose of this piece. Rather. this was an exercise in 
consciousness raising for the Orthodox Je\\'ish Com~ 
niunity. with a most vital goal in mind: preservation of 
the stability of the Jewish home. 
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Faigie Russak 

MAN 
Mighty n1ountains towering into 
A wide endless stretch of sky. 
R of/inf{ fields, 
Green and /Tesh with unsapped 11igor. 

Signs r~( Your strength 
Lay scattered throughout, 
JJroc/ai111inK the Heavenly hand 
That called them into heing. 

Puny 1nan, 

P.l'gtny n1idst a !(for}' of 1najesty, 
lie could never stretch 
Tall as the n1ountains. 
Wider than the sky. 
Ther soar hif{h and wide, 
Buttressed hy the Heavenly hand. 

Yet, n1an. 
()n/v 1nan lhrohs 
With the pulse of the Heavenly heart. 
Gloivs with ethereal sou/. 

Mountains toirer 1vith stone, 
Fie/dv coat rolling earth; 
But 111an is heart 
Man is soul. 

,)kies reach round 
Wrapping up the world, 
While n1an stretches upivard, 
Simi-Ir toddling into a walk 
A hove the clouds. 

1.-t\H!J Rl ~SS:\K reside.~ in Monsey. New York. 

RABBI JOZEF KATZ 
83 Division Avenue 

A'.ll'D 

OF 

NOW! TWO GREAT PLACES TO ENJOY 

PASSOVER 
IN MIAMI BEACH 

THE FANTASTIC, FABULOUS THE NEW, LAVISH 

FONTAINEBLEAU HYATT HOUSE 
$495-$595 $425-$525 

9 DAY PROGRAM 
March 26-April 3, 1975 

(12 day program also available) 
Package includes: • Day and evening activities 
• Deluxe accommodations • Movies, bingo, day camp 
• Glorious traditional 

Sedorim 
(Private Sedorim available} 
3 glatt kosher meals daily 

• Optional trips to Disney 
World, jai alai, deep sea 
fishing, day cruise to 
Bahamas, etc • 

(11 

~~~~~n!~~~17 
MOVINC? 

Be sure to notify us in 
advance so that your copies 
will continue to reach you. 

l\IARK LOVTNGER 
BrookJyn, N. Y. 11211 

ALL l,EADl:\'G I-IoTELS BA:'.'.'QUET HALLS 

A:\'D ]E\VISII CENTERS AVAILABLE 

388-4204 388-3590 863-8892 

• Caterer for Agudath Israel Conventions and Dinners 
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WANTED 
Volunteer drivers for 

hospital-visiting volunteers. 
CALL: Rabbi J. Silbermintz 

(212) 964-1620 
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THE LAVISH, LUXURIOUS 
HOTEL & COUNTRY CLUB 

GLATT KOSHER UNDER STRICT ORTHODOX f\ABBIN\CAL 
SUPEf\V\SION-CERTI F\ ED @ KOSHER by 0. K. laboratories 

The beauty and grandeur of one of the Catskill's most 
elegant hotels ... (only 8 miles train Ellerivi/le) • Luxurious 
rooms, all Main Bldg., each wfth bath • All sports (go/I. 
indoor & outdoor poofs, indoor ice rink, etc. on premises) 
• Horseback riding on premises• All-weather tennis • "Show 
Biz" entertainment • Day Camp-Teen program • Sauna. 
Health Club and it's 100°/o Glatt Kosher* (under supervision 
of Rabbi Bernard Levy) in the Schechter tradition. . 100o/o 
Shomer Shabbos, eiruv • Heimishe Sedorim • Gemorrah shiur 

•NOTE: THE GRANIT IS KOSHER ONLY WHEN 
HAROLD & BLANCHE ARE YOUR HOSTS 

For reservat,ono & w!ormat1on, call Karold and Blanche (212) 337·6832 or FA 7·8190 
Barry & Harriet Hochdorf (914) 356·1479 

or w11te Schechter. 605 CaHrny Ave.• Far Rockaway, NY 11691 

il?lil l:l~1i 

EV 7-1750 
?:""Ill "II.Ill 

lt:'Pl"!'Ci'~ •c:t:WT"l"l'~t: 

ISRAEL 
Burials and American Disinterments 

1:i11n.,111w :ii;.,w 
is privileged to announce that RIVERSIDE is the only 

licensed funeral director in the U.S. able to effect 
Transfer to Israel within 24 hours 

RIVERSIDE aho is available as the 
Sole agent for Sanhadrea Cemetery 
HAR HAZEITIM • HAR HAMENUCHOT 

AND ALL CEMETERIES TN ISRAEL 
RIVERSIDE only can offer this ~ervi<'e: 
Enroute to Israel within 24 hours 

• Strkt adherence to Halacha nnd Minhap:im. 
• Arranp:ements made durinp: lifetime with no ohliii;ntion. 
• Chapel secured in any community. 

RIVERSIDE 
Memorial Chapel, Inc. • Funeral Directors 

MANHATTAN: 76th St at Amsterdam Ave. - EN 2-6600. 
BROOKLYN: Ocean P'way at Pro~pect Park - UL 4-2000 
BRONX: Grand Councourse at I 79th Street - LU 3-6300 
WESTCHESTER: 21 West Broad Street, Mt. Vernon 

(914) MO 4-6800 
FAR ROCKAWAY: !250 Central Avenue - FA 7-7100 
Chaoels in MIAMI and MIAMI BEACH - JE 1-1151 

SOLOMON SHOULSON ANDREW FIER 

Joshua N eched Yehuda 

Waiting 
For Each Other 

(We) 
Yisroel 

flickering lhrough 1he ages 

Just harely illuminating 
hlood slained Yizkor pages. 

!We) 
Yisroel 
1he flame blazing brigh1 

Charred 1ni/lions in crematories 
no Hashem in sight. 

!We) 
Yisroel 
amazed and confused 

See ourselves burning 
yet sometimes only bruised. 

(We) 
Yisroel 
1nemories reaching out 

Places ive have never been 
bu/ were /here, wi1hout doubl. 

(We) 
Yisroel 
an1ongst nations, hardly known 

Enduring through moralities 
/hey have long outgrown. 

!You) 
Hashem 
conscious of all 

Enveloped in a cloak 
of pretended indifference 

painfully 
Wait for us 

as 
We 
Yisroel 
ignorantly and stubbornly 

passively 
Wait for Moshiach. 
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BOOKS 
What Is the Reason - Vols 4 and 5 - Chanukah and Purim. 

Rabbi Chaim Press. 
New York: Bloch Publishing Company, 1974. 88 pp. 
$3.95. 

RABBI CHAIM PRESS has set as his goal the publication of 
a series of succinct volumes on the holidays and fast 
days occurring in the Hebrew calendar. Thus far three 
volumes - on Rosh Hashanah, Yorn Kippur and Suc
coth - have appeared. The fourth and fifth volumes - on 
Chanukah and Purim - have just come off the press and 
describe some special features of these festivals, besides 
presenting their essential meaning. Briefer references are 
made to Assarah be'Teveth, Tu Bishevat and the four 
special Sabbaths preceding Pesach. 

A cursory browser of the volume before us is apt to 
consider it yet another "holiday book." Yet, a more 
careful reading will convince him that the little volume is 
a veritable gold-mine of information. Besides employing 
the interesting technique of presenting his material in 
question and answer form, the author has provided us 
with a rather full and scholarly listing - in Hebrew -
of sources and footnotes which cover almost the entire 
gamut of references to the Festivals he describes from 
the Midrash, Talmud, Zahar and Rishonim and 

Achronim. Thus, not only the English reader intent upon 
receiving an authoritative exposition in clear language 
of the Festivals will find that this volume satisfies his 
needs but even those with a more scholarly bent will find 
in it a most helpful key to fuller and deeper study. In a 
rather unique way, then, Rabbi Press has given all of us 
a veritable short-cut to a rather complete understanding 
of the subject matter under consideration. Now and 
then, he even indulges in presenting interesting parables 
to elucidate his points. 

The question and answer method, too, not only 
breaks the monotony of straight reading but also serves 
to challenge the reader and stimulate him to seek the 
correct answer. It is a technique which provides him too, 
with an excellent opportunity to entertain his guests at 
the Chanukah party or Purim Seudah. Invariably, in dis
cussing the Parshas HaShavuah with my family at the 
Shabbos table, I find that posing simple and sometimes 
complicated questions areouses their interest more than 
any other method I have employed. The fact, too, that 
the author invariably presents all posSJble answers to his 
queslions will help engender many an interesting discus
sion and debate - thus adding to a fuller understanding 
of the Festivals. 

In all, Rabbi Press has added a vital volume to the 
ever-growing literature on Judaism for the many English 
readers who are today, thank G-d, thirsting for a deeper 
knowledge of Jewish ideas and ideals. 

-Joseph Kaminetsky 
l)R_ AAMtNETSKY is the director of Torah Umesorah - The National 
Socielr for llebrew Day Schools. ----... 

GO KOSHER ... F' v 
... WITH 

SCHREIBER Chevra Kadisha D'chasidim 
Har Hamnuchot • Eretz Hachaim 

Founded 1856 
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BURIAL IN JERUSALEM 
ANO ALL CEMETERIES IN ISRAEL 

rnaal1n sako0€Sh 
SOCl€ty 

26 CANAL ST. 
NEW YORK CITY 10002 

Dt!ly & Nite Phone 

233-7878 
In Canada: 

Montreal Tel.: 273°3211 
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PLEASE WRITE FOR 
COMPLETE INFORMATION 

The Most Trusted Name 
in Kosher Poultry 

CLEANED 

SOAKED and SAL TED 

READY-TO-COOK and COOKED 

EMPIRE KOSHER POULTRY, Inc. 
MIFFLIN TOWN, PA. 17059 
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second looks 
at the jewish scene 

"Let Us Praise " 

The Federations 
IT IS DIFFICULT to overstate the 
sense of desperation for survival 
that has gripped so many aspects of 
Jewish communal life today. Most 
philanthropic federations have felt 
the squeeze of growing assimilation 
and intermarriage, and the shrink
ing sense of Jewish identity of so 
many American Jews. It should 
have become obvious that the secret 
of Jewish identity is Torah, and that 
the touchstone of survival is Torah 
education. 

At the recent convention of the 
Council of Jewish Federations and 
Welfare Funds in Chicago, it was 
announced that during the past 
year, $I Sm ill ions had been allocated 
to formal Jewish education by 
Federations in the U.S. and Canada, 
of which $4million were earmarked 
for day schools - less than 3% of 
the total expenditures of all 
Federations for domestic uses (80% 
of Federation raised funds head for 
Israel). An improvement over the 
total indifference of the pa5t, but 
hardly reflecting a sense of despera
tion. 

Similarly, in New York, the 
Federation of Jewish Philanthropies 
increased its allotment to education 
from less than $I per pupil to $7 per 
pupil (thanks in great measure to the 
generosity of a New York 
philanthropist who has been 
channeling funds to yeshivas 
through the Federation). but scarce
ly a drop-in-the-bucket in view of 

the $ i Smillions deficit that New 
York yeshivos are carrying! 

Nevertheless, financial aid is 
financial aid; no one can complain 
over monies allocated - except that 
even after the increase has been 
made, the who and how are still 
decided by the N.Y. Federation of 
Jewish Philanthropies, and its 
education arm. the Board of Jewish 
Education. While 60% of the 
Federation yeshiva dollar does go to 
schools, 40% is marked for con
sultants and educational aids, as per 
the BJE. 

In The Cards 

HOW "JEWISH is ,the Federation of 
Jewish Philanthropies' outlook" Or, 
more specifically, how Torah
oriented is it" There is a lot of 
documentation regarding its fund
ing of non-sectarian and non
Kosher hospitals, on the sponsoring 
of treifa camps, and the like. An in
teresting note that truly betrays the 
Federation's lack of understanding 
of Torah Judaism is a Chanukah 
card distributed to all Jewish 
schools in the New York area. The 
card is called "A Ceremony for 
Kingling the Lights." And, in addi
tion to a reproduction of a painting 
of a pseudo-Hassidic scene and a 
poem by Chayym Zeldis, the 
Blessings for Kindling are reprinted 
with the following translation: "We 
praise you, L-rd our G-d, for com
manding us to kindle the Chanuka 
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lights." .. We praise you, L-rd our 
G-d, for the help you have given the 
Jewish people long ago at this time 
of the year." And" ... for keeping us 
alive and well so we may enjoy this 
holiday." 

Why "bless" (Baruch} is replaced 
with "praise," or why "King of the 
Universe" is left out escapes this 
writer: but certain other omissions 
are very revealing: 

The translation of '"Asher 
kidishanu hen1itzvosav vetzivanu -
Who had sanctified us with His 

commands" is simply left out. 
Moreover. the words of the hracha 
that commemorate the miracles and 
wonder of Chanuka is reduced from 
"Who has performed miracles for 
our fathers" to "the help You have 
given the Jewish people." And in the 
"shehechiyanu,'' G-d is praised for 
keeping us alive "to enjoy . . "this 
time - something never mentioned 
in the hracha. 

What impells the Federation to 
keep sanctity out of mitzva perfor
mance" Why does it prefer to all a 
miracle "help"" ls it more comfor-

a•xi• 
'7l1!1>tYll7 VJ7M'1Mi1\7iM 

Yerelm OrthOdox Chapel 
93 Broadway · Brooklyn, N.Y. 11211 

DIGNIFIED TRADITIONAL SERVICES 
THROUGHOUT THE METROPOLITAN AREA 

Kovod Haniftur Observed 

Feel free to call us for uny 

information regarding burial minhayim 

24 hour service 

Day and Night phone 384-6784 
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table with folk-ways than with 
religion" - With a .. maybe"' deity 
than with One that directs the 
course of human events? What is 
implicit in "/az1nan hazeh - this 
time" in the shehechiyanu - that 
refers to .. enjoying this holiday" to 
the exclusion of all other holiday ex
periences of sanctity. faith, trust, 
and commitment? 

Which brings us to one basic 
question: Should Federation call the 
directional signals'on the funds it 
channels to Jewish education? 

Lapidus Bros. Gemilath Chesed 
Ass'n of the Crown Hts. 

Agudath Israel, Inc. 
For Applications: 

Call RABBI JosttUA S1LBERMINTz 

at: WO 4·1620 or write: 
c/o AGUDATH ISRAEL 

5 Beekman St., New York 10038 

Maiure Onhodox Lady doctoral student re
quires room, supper with family in Mid
Manhattan near Ferkauf Graduate Sch0<)l -
Spring, Fall. Fair compensation. 

Comaa Reznick 
I 5 3 5 51 st St.. Brook!vn. N.Y. 

SING, YOU RIGHTEOUS 
357 Pages-$6.50 

A Jewish Seeker's Ideology 
RABBI A. MILLER 

402 E. 52 St., B'klyn, N.Y. 11203 
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Recent issues of JO have featured articles focusing on the religious Jew's 

view of the State of Israel (Dr. Leo Levi's "The View from Jerusalem" -
September '74; Moshe Schonfe/d's "The End of Go/us' or The Beginning of 
Geulah'" and Letters-to-the-Editor - October '74 j. The following letters are 
comments on some of the opinions voiced in those earlier issues. The.first letter 
was submitted by Dr. Levi, author of the article in the September issue. For 
spec{fic re.ferences the reader is referred to these earlier issues. 

Dangers of Acceptance, 
Dangers of Opposition 

To the Editor: 
I would like to thank my dear 

friends, Rabbis J. Elias and S. Dan
ziger for their gracious comments 
(JO, Oct. '74) to my article "The 
View From Jerusalem" (JO, Sept. 
'74), and to respond to their 
criticism. 

Rabbi Elias describes the iden
tification of Medinas Yisroel with 
ischalta d'geula as "a clear and pre
sent danger to everything we stand 
for." On first sight, he seems to be 
right. If redemption comes without 
teshuvah (return to G-d's service), 
then our Jong and painful exile 
would seem to have been in vain. 
Yet, if we delve deeper, we find this 
opinion explicitly stated by Reb 
Yehoshua and, apparently vic
toriously, defended against the op
posing view of Reb Eliezer 
(Sanhedrin 97b-98a). We need not 
accept Reb Yehoshua's opinion, yet, 
neither can we claim it to represent 
"a clear and present danger." 
Dangerous, yes - extremely 
dangerous, no. Before we fight it 
with the extreme weapons, we 
should weigh its danger against the 
dangers (potentially no less serious) 
that lurk behind the hatred apt to be 
generated by such extreme opposi
tion. 

Rabbi Danziger writes "that any 
meaningful relationship to the 
larger, irreligious society ... becomes 
untenable on a significant scale." I 
do not believe that this impression 
can emerge from my article where 
those ideologically opposed to 
Torah are described as a relatively 
small group; perhaps this impres
sion is based on memories of his 
own experiences here a long time 
ago. I am happy to report that, at 
least in that regard, things have 
changed for the better. Our ex
perience in personal contact with 
secular Jews has been invariably a 
positive or tolerant attitude toward 
Torah values. There are surely 
others, but they are few in number. 
The well-known experience of Rab
bi Grossman's religious 
"revolution" in Migdal Ha'emek, 
those on the T'nua L'Harbotzas 
HaTorah (Ezriel Toshavi, JO, 
March '71), and Reshet Shiyurei 
Torah (JO, Oct. '74) all testify to the 
thirst for Torah among the estrang
ed elements of our nation. (I intend 
to cite other examples in a 
forthcoming article.) 

Finally, Rabbi Danziger implies 
that l recommended large-scale 
emigration from the U.S. - I do not 
recall recommending any emigration 
from the U.S. in my article. 

DR. LEO LEVI 
Jerusalem 

At Home in Israel: Not "lnspite 
of Shortcomings," 

But ''Because of Positive Elements" 

To the Editor: 
This is "another letter 

forthcoming" to Leo Levi's "View 
from Jerusalem." I am slightly older 
than the author and some of his 
critics. I arrived in Yerushalayim 
about the same time as the Levi's, 
but after retirement from 
professional life. But l agree 
wholeheartedly with the sentiment 
expressed in the last sentence of his 
article: It is easy to feel at home here 
- not inspite of obvious short
comings, but because of so many 
positive elements. The most impor
tant of these is Eretz Yisroel itself -
not necessarily as a Jewish state, but 
as my home. It seems to me, 
therefore, quite irrelevant, whether 
the present state of affairs is a sign 
of Aschalta d'Ge'ulah, or whether 
such a point of view is apikorsus. 
That fact is that we have to be 
grateful to Has hem, that He made it 
possible for a great number of our 
people to find a home and refuge 
from murder and persecution. The 
State is at least a vehicle by which pi
dyon sh'vuyim (release from bon
dage) can be achieved, by which 
effective support of the socially 
weak is being given. (I just read a 
newspaper interview with the sick 
father of ten, who receives from two 
governmental agencies a monthly 
income of about LI I 200 plus free 
housing. Though both not quite 
adequate and sufficient, they repre
sent an income just slightly below 
the income of the "average" wage 
earner. This support comes to him 
not as an occasional hand-out but as 
legal support.) The state is also the 
vehicle by which protection of its 
citizens from vicious attacks from 
enemies without can be achieved, 
and to which the care of a viable 
economy is invested to prevent loss 
of livelihood to its citizens. 
Hamekayem nefesh achat beYisrael 
k 'i/u kiyam Diam ma/ey. That our 
vehicle is not a Rolls-Royce Deluxe 
is not the fault of the vehicle, but 
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ours. By buying a postal stamp I do 
a Mitzvah, supporting the friendly 
skull-capped bearded Yehudi behind 
the counter. By paying taxes I im
prove the life of my fellow Jews. ls it 
an /s.Htr to grease that "'vehicle." to 
paint it, or even to be grateful to 
have a "jalopy''" Even if I do not 
look at it as a potential vehicle for 
bringing him (the Mo.<hiach). Jn this 
respect, also Leo Levi is right by 
correctly analysing the desease: 
1-lasinah 1neka/ke/es Hashurah. 

Here I feel obliged to express 
some critical words to Joseph Elias' 
letter (Cheshvan issue). The concept 
of Aschalta deGe'u/ah is a mystical 
subject. To conceive it as a reality 
one must be a real Chassid. living in 
that sphere of life which is closed to 
most, if not all of us. To use this 
phrase as an expression of thanks to 
Hashem for the present state of 
Ge'u/ah can neither have 
philosophical implications nor can it 
present a "clear and present danger 
to everything we have ever stood 
for.'' Leo Levi is critical enough not 
to have "'totally misunderstood the 
nature of opposition to the State". 
Is it necessary to shoot with the 
biggest guns against somebody who 
stands in your own camp? - "'a dis
tortion of our value judgment or 
even apikorsus." We have had a long 
history which taught us that 
"national success does not depend 
on political criteria" and we have 
B.H. survived. (In this connection I 
might point out that the Shivtei 
Yisrae/ on the third day of their war 
with Binyamin, devised a strategem 
of their own, a trapping force 
behind fortified Giv'on. inspite of 
the fact that Hashem had assured 
them victory for that day - Ram
ban, Bereishis 19,8) 

True, not everything is Kasher in 
the State of Israel. But I cannot see 
in the picture painted by Levi 
son1ething so "'pervasive an
tagonistic to Torah Judaism" that 
any meaningful relationship 
becomes untenable. To pose against 
that "the more friendly and 
favorable environment of the U.S .. " 
as Rabbi Danziger does, is really 

carrying color-blindness a little too 
far. I have no statistics available as 
to the number of Ba'a/ei Teshuvas 
on both sides of the dividing line. 
But the number of Yeshivas in 
Yerushala.viln alone who cater 
successfully to these "newcomers'' 
attests to the fact that their number 
is at least on a "significant" scale. ft 
took quite some time for the Torah 
comn1unity in the U. S. to become 
"respected and nourishing" and 
that only with the innux of refugees 
from ravaged and war torn f:urope. 
Have a little patience with Eretz 
Hakedoshah. Nissan Wolpin 
(Cheshvan issue) reports on the 
Reshet Sheurei Torah, a report that 
does not see1n to paint in black color 
only. It is such efforts which will 
bear fruits; it is such a line of ap
proach which Leo Levi obviously 
had in mind when he recommended 
non-political activities for the 
religious camp. Transplant only half 
of Williamsburg or Brooklyn to 
Yerushalayim, Bnei Brak or any 
other place in the country. and you 
would quickly see the result on the 
map. Are we, the Torah con1munity 
again advised to miss the boat, as we 
missed it 50 and 60 years ago" I still 
feel the same shame rise in me when 
I remember passing a group of 
Je\vish workers building a road 
across the Carmel Mountains. They 
\Vere working for Yishuv Eretz 
Yisroel while I (1935) enjoyed the 
No/ Ha'aretz as a tourist with a 
camera slung over my shoulder. I do 
not blame that group of workers for 
the state of affairs we are in, but I 
am still grateful to them that they 
made it possible for the tourist of 
the 30's lo become an Oleh in the 
70's. 

Everybody is entitled to justify his 
outlook on reality with whatever 
philosophy or slogan he thinks he 
needs to fortify his mental position. 
But Jet us not forget the realities for 
which we can be grateful, and let us 
not condemn those who do not 
forget. 

I disagree with Leo Levi's 
political conclusion. No group can 
work effectively without proper 
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organization and administration. 
Our group was organized rather late 
and quite ineffectively. The only 
Kibbutz of the Agudah, at Kefar 
Saba at the time, nearly starved to 
death without financial or even solid 
moral support from the mother 
organization. In a state, effective 
organization can not avoid touching 
political issues. Any group that 
effectively influences society is a 
political force whether it wants to be 
called so or not. But we should use 
the advantage of a strong organiza
tion not only as a "political clout'" 
but also, and perhaps foremost, by 
social innuence we can bring to bear 
on our fellow Jc\Vish citizens. 

HUGO MANDELBAUM 
Prof En1eritus, 

Wayne State Universily 
Detroit, Mich. 

Jerusa/en1 

"Negative" is Positively Effective 

To the Editor: 
Regarding "A Backward Glance" 

by Rabbi Wolpin (Tishrei 5735), 
please do not overly concern 
yourselves when critics accuse you 
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of being "too negative.'· I suggest 
that you follow the arithmetical for
mula of the Torah - 365 negative 
rnitzvas to 248 positive ones or a 
ratio of 60% "Do Not"" to a 40% 
"Do ... Or if you wish. take the 
Decalogue as an example: Eight out 
of the ten commandments (80%) are 
negative. 

Clearly. the mathematical for
mulation of the Chumash is the stan
dard. No apologies are required by 
Torah-loving Jews who say "No" 
more often than "Yes ... Behind this 
"negativism .. of the Torah there lies 
deep psychological understanding of 
the quintessential nature of the 
human being. It is more difficult to 
say "No" to the Yetzer Horah than 

to say "Yes" to the Yetzer Tov. 
Moreover, it is usually impossible to 
undo the total (evil) effects of a 
breach of a negative commandment. 
but it is usually possible to perform 
a positive commandment previously 
neglected. Our sages put it very well, 
in another context, when they said, 
"A fool can throw a jewel into the 
river and one hundred wise men 
cannot retrieve it!" 

The original issue of The Jewish 
Observer described the fundamental 
principle of Independent Orthodoxy 
thus: 

It consists o.f an utter refUsal 
(negative) to acknowledge the possi
ble legitimacy of an.v organizing prin-
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ciple in the collective life of the people 
of Israel other than that of Torah 
(positive) - 'Torah as understood 
through all the ages of Jewish history. 
It responds with an unqualified and 
unyielding "No" to any manner of 
Reform of Judaism's religious aspects 
on one hand (negat;ve); to any 
secular;zaaon o.f Juda;sn1's naaonal 
aspects on the other (negative). The 
manner of expression of that "No" 
1nay vary; its inner content remains 
constant. 

As a corollary to the above. the 
Jews o.f .. vhom we speak do not entrust 
(negative) the interests ~f their in
stitutions to the tender mercies of" 
Jewish organizations or agencies 
whose fundamental life-principle is 
not that of Torah. They insist on ab
solute independence of decision and 
action .for their institutions (positive). 

This stated principle contains four 
negative points to two positive 
points, ratio of 67% to 33%, but the 
net effect is tremendously positive, to 
wit: Defend and extend the in
stitutions of Torah, yielding not one 
inch to those who would deviate 
from this course: thus carrying out 
another explicitly negative mitzva of 
the Torah. All the "positive" 
blessings and good-will in the world 
will not make one piece of treifa 
meat kosher' 
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AGUDATH ISRAEL EXPLAINS STAND REGARDING "RALLY AGAINST TERROR" 

,\Cil'DATH !SRAEL OF A~ER!CA had issued a 

proclamation to its members and all Jews to 
participate in the "Rally Against Terror" 
which was held on November 4th. at Dug 
Hammarskjold Plaza to express outrage and 
shock" against the United Nations recogni
tion of the terrorist Palestine Liberation 
Organization. The Orthodox movement 
pointed out that while it "disassociates itself 
from the policies of the Presidents Conference 
which has called the rally.·· it decided to par
ticipate in order to show "Je\vish solidarity 
when Jewish life is threatened in the face of 
the solidarity of the nations of the world 
against Je1,.vs:· 

!n releasing its proclamation, Agudath 
Israel of America made the following state
menl: 

"Our decision to participate in the 
Novemher 4th 'Rally Against Terror.' arriv
ed at through consultation with the Gedoki 
Torah (Torah authorities). should not be mis
construed as an endorsement of the policies 
of the sponsoring group: the Conference of 
Presidents of Major Jewish Organizations. 

"Ag.udath Israel of America has refrained 

from joining. the Presidents Conference 
hecause of the deep ideological gap between 
our organization and its constituent group. 
Most of the memher organizations of the 
Presidents Conference are based on the 
anomoly of a 'secular Judaism' which we can
not recognize, while Agudath Israel's concept 
of Jewry is as a Torah nation. based on Torah 
and mit1vos. Thus. in contrast to the views of 
most of the members of the Presidents 
Conference. Israel is to us a sacred land. not 
merely a national homeland. Jewish destiny is 
directly determined by hashgacha (divine 
guidance) and not by political considerations 
Ap:udath Israel believes that the religious 
policies of the Israeli govcrmnent endanger 
the security and survival of our People. These 
\'iews are no! shared by most of the members 
of the Presidents Conference. 

"Moreover. Ag.udath Israel cannot assume 
responsibility for the format and program of 
the 'Rally against Terror.' since these were 
determined without consulting our organiza
tion. 

"In spite or all these differences. Agudath 
l~rael-after extensive consultation with 
Gcdoki Torah-c<ills upon its members and 
all Jev.'s to join this ra1\y, to express Jewish 
solidarity when Jewish life is being threaten
ed. in the face of the solidarity against Jewish 
interests manifested by the nations of the 

world. 

"The United Nations resolution to grant 
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recognitio:1 to the PLO murder of hundreds 

of innocent people is a violation of all prin
ciples of humanity. It also expresses a tacit 
approval of the PLO's denial of Jewry's 
historic claim to the Holy Land. And it is a 
callous acceptance of !heir avowed intention 
to wipe out the Yishuv of 3.000.000 Jews -
much as the world powers viewed with cruel 
complacency the Nazi policies of genocide 
with indifference a generation ago. 

"In the face of such calumny and its in
herent danger to Israel's security. we must put 
aside that which divides us and join all of 
Jewry in a cry of outrage. 

"This is consistent with the policies of 
Agudath Israel throu)!hout the past sixty 
years-· to join other Jews. in spite of serious 
differences in principle and policy. when fac
ed with a threat to Jewish ~urviva!: during the 
Arab pngroms in 1929-36: against laws to 
outla\v :.hechita in pre-war Poland: in face of 
the growing Nazi threat in Europe before the 
Holocaust: during the crisis periods prior to 
and during the Israeli-Arab Wars in 1948. 
'56. '67, and '73. 

"While expressing our ca!! for solidarity in 
joining this Rally Against Terror, we must re
mind our fellow Jews that the true resolution 
of all our problems and the dangers to our 
survival will only come from Hashem 
Yisborach. Himself - the (iuardian of 
Israel.'' 

Protest After the Rally 

fill· ·\Gt:DATH !SR,\El.:S unwillin!!ness to join 
the President's Council in sponsoring the ral-

ly was well-founded. This W<1s pointed out in 
the following statement that was issued im
mediately after the detnonstration: 

"While we are pleased that Agudath 
Israel's participation in the 'Rally Against 
Terror' did indeed demonstrate a wall-to-wall 
solidarity of the Jewish People's outrage 
again.~t the nations of the world for giving: 
status and encouragement to brutal terrorists. 
we must underscore that the speech of former 
Defense Minister Moshe Dayan was a glaring 
example of what motivated us to disassociate 
ourselves from the contents of the Rally's 

program. at the outset. 

"When Moshe Dayan declared, 'We have 
no one to depend upon but ourselves,' and 
gl<1ring!y omitted any reference to a Higher 
Power, he demonstrated that he forgot the 
lessons of the Yorn Kippur War: the delusion 
of might as the savior of Israel is bankrupt. 

"Mr. Dayan would have added to the in
ner solidarity of the Rally by openly con
ceding that with al! our military operations. it 

is the Jewish people's unequivocal faith in 
G-d. who determines the fate of nations and 
men. which enabled us throughout history to 
emerge victorious against overwhelming 
odds. 

"While the Rally demonstrated that al! 
Jews are united in a strong commitment to 
Israel's security. it also served to demonstrate 
that many of Israel's leaders need a Jewish 
education in how true unity can be achieved. 
through uniting. around an unshaking foith in 
the Al-mighty. the Guardian of Israel." 

A PROCLAMATION 
The United Nations decision to grant 

recognition to the terrorist Palestine 
Liberation Organization makes a mockery 
of basic humanitarian concepts, and is a 
throwback to the "values" of World War II, 
when the nations of the world witnessed 
with cruel complacency the slaughter of 
six million innocent Jews. 

This callous act by the U.N. should serve 
to open the eyes of all Jews to the 
bankruptcy of world civilization, to 
perceive the unique position of "Jewry 
among the nations," to understand that 
hope and deliverance cannot come forth 
from the great powers, and that "we can 
depend on no one but Avinu 
Shebashamayim." 

Therefore, at this critical time, we call 
upon all Jews to return to our sacred 
heritage, with prayer and renewed 
allegiance to Tor ah, our eternal wellspring 

of life and source of strength to withstand 
all our enemies. 

Coupled with our supplications, we feel 
duty-bound to express to the world our 
deep anguish over the shameless act of 
the UN to give encouragement to a band of 
murderers and to recognize the spurious 
claims of terrorists to our Holy Land. 
Despite the differences which separate us 
from other groups, we are together, in 
solidarity, with all Jews in this expression 
of outrage and shock. 

We therefore summon our members 
and all Jews to participate in the forthcom
ing RALLY AGAINST TERROR ... 

Agudath Israel of America 
Please note: For the reserved separate 
sections for men and women, please come 
11:30 A.M. to the right side of the Plaza, 

entering from Second Avenue. 
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THOUSANDS OF TORAH STUDY HOURS GAINED 
BY JEWISH EDUCATION PROJECT 

A Cl'L!'BRATION took place on November 17, 

to reward the participanls in a unique project: 
the National Hasmodoh Contest, airned at 
making the wasted intersession hours count 
for Torah study. The contest, sponsored by 
the National Council of Pirchei Agudath 
Israel. a youth division of Agudath Israel of 
America, encouraged Yeshiva youngsters to 
study Toruh during the fourteen day Sukkos 
vacution period, when Jewish schools are 
dosed. The result: over 250 children from 
Quebec to California studied Torah during 
their free time, for periods ranging from JO
I 04 hours. 

All winners in this second national 
"H<1smodoh" (diligent Torah study) Contest 
received their prizes at a gathering in 
Agudath Israel Center of 18th Avenue. 
chaired by Rabbi Joshua Silbermintz. 
national director of Pirchei Agudath Israel. 
The three top winners: Yisroel Wenger of 
P!ianfield. N. J. who hud engaged in !04 
hours of Torah study. YoseifChaim Katz- of 
Boro Piirk who spent 88 hours of his leisure 
time over Sukkos in study, and Dov Lamm of 

F<H Rockaway who was a masmid for 87 
hours. 

The program at the Award Celebration 
featured musical renditions by a live band. 
vocalists and addresses by Rabbi Mordechai 
Susna of Yeshiva Beis Yitzchok High School 
and Rabbi Yehuda Oelbaum, principal of the 
Yeshiva Toras Chaim High School of South 
Shore. Long Island. 

Thus. Pirchei Agudath Israel, which spon
sors a broad range of Jewish educational 
projects. made another :;idvance in its efforts 
to elevate Torah goals among Jewish youth 
by encouniging Tonih study outside the of
ficial sessions at the Yeshivos. 

Encouraged by this success. and stimulated 
by the warm praise from principals of Jewish 
day schools nationally, Pirchei Agudath 
Israel is embarking on plans for the third 
"Hasmodoh Contest," to take place over the 
Pesach vacation period, from March 23 to 

April 6. !975. The ch<iirmen for the contest 
are Menachem Profesorske and Aviesri 
Wagscha!. 

AGUDAH WOMEN AGAINST "EQUAL RIGHTS" AMENDMENT 
"'OVJ-R T!!RFF THOUSAND Yl-ARS of civilized 
tradition "·ill be canceled with a stroke of the 
pen. if the Equal Rights Amendment is 
p<issed," according: !O Mrs. Joserhine 
Reichel. president of N'shei Agudath lsniel 
(the Agudah Women of America). at a press 
conference called on December 8 by a group 
of women ·s organitalions united to def eat the 
Amendment and defend existing rights. 

"If the imp!ic<1tions were not so tragic. it 
would be comic to observe the way <i small 
group of outspoken women are :;ittempting to 
'liberate' arr of womanhood from the comfort 
and security of our traditional. G-d-given 
role. But the results of the p<1ssage of this 
pending :uncndment are far from funny." 

Mrs. Reichel. who speaks on behalf of 
thousands of members of the Agudah 
Women, claims to re!lect a consensus that 
goes far beyond the membershir of her 
organization to include all of Orthodox 
Jewry. as well as most sensible people 
throughout the country. 

"By virtue of our ability to bring children 
into the world. the woman has been cast into 
a special role." Mrs. Reichel continued. "A 
woman can he most creative and, as a result. 
most fulfilled by honoring her hio!ogic;ll and 
psychological tendencies insteud of going 
along with the women's Jibenitlonists' ap
proach of ignoring or obliterating these 
gifts." 

fn her statement. Mrs. Reichel continued: 
"Americans have always had sympathy for 
the underdog. 'What could be more idea! 
than fighting for equal rights?' But in this 
case. should the Equal Rights Amendment he 
rassed. thc results would mean dcni<!l oftime
honored sensible rights to the women of our 
nation. IL would mean that in the event of 
military conscription, women would be as 
equally open to draft as men - negating the 
importunce of her role in the family. (\Vhy a 
'family exemption' for women more than for 
men, under the Equal Rights Amendment?) A 
totally new rufe book in the event of divorce, 
forcing mothers to !cave their famifles to 
work - these <Ire a few of the <:ount!ess other 
implications of this Equal Rights Amend
ment. threatening the very fabric of a society 
that has always honored the differences 
between the sexes. If there are women who 
choose to be 'liberated,' and can only see 
themselves fulfilled by imitating men in their 
life-style, f suppose the choice is theirs. But 
there is ubso!utcly no justification to force 
their choice upon the rest of us who are com
forttihle and fulfilled living our lives as 
women 

Mrs. Reichel urged a!I interested in 
rreserving the existing protective rights of 
women to write the Governor and individual 
state legislatures to defeat the pending Equal 
Rights Amendment. 
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JEP ESTABLISHES PILOT 
AFTERNOON SCHOOL 

!\ UNIQUF AFTERNOON Hebrew school 
designed to accommodate Jewish public 
school children has been established by the 
Jewish Education Program (JEP) of Zeirei 

Agudath Israel. as a pilot project for another 
front in JEP's battle to win uncommitted 
youngsters to Torah Judaism. The school, 
which will be serving the Gravesend section 
of Flat hush (Brooklyn), will meet three times 
a week in the Congregation Beth El, East 3rd 
St., between Avenues U and V, in a specially 
tailored program that will put its main thrust 
on experiencing Judaism rather th:;in on 
classroom study. 

Rabbi Saul Shenker. who heads JEP, ex
plained. "It is re<llly essential that Jewish kids 
who spend their entire day In a public school
typc of environment should be given a sen
sory and experiential introduction to 
Judaism, in keeping with King David's invita
tion in Psalms: 'Taste and you will see how 
good it is. 

"There is another aspect to this program 
that departs from the usual afternoon 
school." Rabbi Shenker continued. "The 
classes of this pilot school. as well as the 
future ones in the projected network. will be 
manned by Yeshiva students. who wi!I be 
borrowing time from their own intensive 
Torah study schedules. The Yeshivos have 
always been considered a different world 
from the afternoon schools. as though they 
were going in two separate directions: The 
Yeshivos are geared towards greater inten
sification in Judaism. while the typical after
noon school education is dimaxed by a Bar 
Mitzvah - celebrating a farewell to Judaism. 
This is going to be different. Our goal is that 
every school created should eventually 
become obsolete, for all its children entering 
Ycshivos. 

"Our methods wilt be to incorporate 
whatever has been successful until now, in
cluding Shabbatons, Operation Chevrusa 
(based on the classical yeshiva chavrusa
buddy system). holiday rallies and parties, 
parent education, and individual counseling. 
along with formal study sessions." 

The Jewish Education Program is spon
sored by Zeirei Agudath Israel and Is funded 
by Agudath Israel of America. JEP is winning 
praise from day-school educators as well as 
Yeshiva deans. both for its successful results 
with children who are estranged from their 
heritage and its involvement of Yeshiva youth 
in front-line activity of education and 
guidance. 
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1500 AT AGUDATH ISRAEL CONVENTION 
AGUDATH !SRAEL Of AMERICA urged "the 
leadership of the State of Israel to accept its 
current isolation in the internation arena as a 
signal that relief from its proble1ns can only 
come from a whole-hearted return to eternal 
Jewish values." in a proclamation passed on 
the closing day of its recent four-day National 
Convention (Nov. 28 - Dec. I) in Atlantic Ci
ty, New Jersey. 

In contrast to the retreat from problems 
and every-day cares usually associated with 
holiday weekends at a seaside resort, the 
Convention sessions' deliberations. as well as 
the between-session discussions, focused hard 
on the ever-growing isolation of the State of 
Israel. Jewry at large, and Jewish values in 
general. in a world bristling with hostility. 
Leading Torah authorities and community 
leaders from around the globe joined rank· 
and-file members of Agudath Israel from all 
corners of the United States and Canada in 
charting: a course of meaningful action to deal 
with an era of mounting crisis. The Conven
tion was attended by J,000 delegates, of 
whom 1.500 attended the entire confab. 

TORAH AUTHORITIES ADDRESS 
CONVENTION 

AMONG THE OUTST.1\ND!NG Torah authorities 
who addressed the Convention were Rabbi 
Moshe Feinstein, Chairman of the Moetzes 
Gedolei HaTorah (Agudath Israel's Council 
of Torah Sages): Rabbi Yaakov Kamenetsky 
(Mesifta Torah Vodaath): Rabbi Yaakov 
Yitzchok Ruderman (Ner Israel. Baltimore): 
Rabbi Nachum Perlow (Noveminsker 
Rebbe): Rabbi Baruch Sorotzkin (Telshe -
Wickliffe. Ohio): and Rabbi Gedaliah Schorr 
(Mesifta Torah Vodaath). The international 
delegation to the Convention was headed by 
one of Europe's most distinguished scholars, 
Rabbi Leib Gurwicz (Rosh Yeshiva of the 
renowned Yeshiva of Gateshead. England. 
and Chairman of the European Executive 

Council of the World Agudath Israel): Rabbi 
Shraga (Jrossbard (Director General of 
Chinuch Atzmai - Torah Schools for Israel); 
and Rabbi Menachem Porush (member of the 
Agudath Israel Knesset representation). The 
Convention addresses ranged in tone from 
fiery oration to cozy shmuessen: and the tenor 
of the individual sessions varied from town
meeting discussions to warm farhrengen; 
while the format shifted from the massive 
keynote session, attended by an overnow 
crowd of J,000 visitors and delegates, to an 
exciting audio-visual presentation "Melvin 
and Mrs. Goldfarh," dramatizing two of 
Agudath Israel's newest areas of activity: The 
J.E.P. (Je\vish Education Program) of 
reaching out to children of weak religious 
1-iackground. and Agudath Israel's growing 
,1etwork of Senior Citil.ens' Centers. 

OPENING SESSION: Audio-Visuals 
and Eretz Yisroel 

THURSDAY FYENING"S opening >.essions 
featured greetings from Dr. Isaac Lewin and 
Rabbi Mendel Chodorow, and was 
highlighted by the audio-visual presentation. 
which was produced by Rabbi Menachem 
Lubinsky "The Crisis in Eretz Yisroel." the 
theme of the Thursday night session, was 
delineated by two panelists: Rabbi 
Menachem Porush. who came here in order 
to address the convention, stated that "the 
Israel government leaders must understand 
that unless religion is fostered in the country, 
a secular citizenry can fall apart at the seams 
under the tensions of a growing sense of 
isolation." "A thorough Jewish education is 
the only means of providing the Israel pop
ulation with the faith it needs during these 
days of stress, since the old Zionist ideology 
has completely lost its glamor and sentimen
tal grip on the native-born Israeli." Rabbi 
Shraga Grossbard declared. 

Friday morning's session was a symposium 

RABBI NOC HUM PERI OW( Noven1insker Rehhe) 

devoted to the topic" Yi.sroel Bein Hoamim -
The Lonely Jew in A World of Upheaval," 
moderated by Dr. Israel Meler Kirzner 
(N.Y .U .). The discussants were Rabbi Chaim 
Dov Keller (Telshe - Chicago) and Rabbi 
Shlomo Freifeld (Yeshiva Sha·ar Yashuv. Far 
Rockaway). Rabbi Keller emphasized: "The 
isolation of the Jewish nation is an ongoing 
experience from our very beginning, only 
more apparent in recent political oc
currences." Rabbi Freifeld concentrated 
more on the loneliness of the individual Jew 
pursuing Jewish values in a world of alien 
ideologies. During the lively question-and
answcr period that followed, many question
ed the Jewishness of lavish celebrations of 
weddings and Bar Mitzvahs. 

The Special SHABBOS EXPERIENCE 

SHABBOS is ALWAYsa special experience at the 
Agudah Convention, when Jews from varying 
backgrounds and different walks of life join 
heart in dedicating themselves to common 
Torah ideology and join voice in celebration 
of the Day of Rest. Tefi!los, meals, and public 
sessions are endowed with a unique flavor by 
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KEYNOTE SESSION: (from l. to r.) Rabbi Geda!ia Schorr. Rabbi Leib Gurwic?. Rabbi Yaakov Yitzchok 
Ruderman, Rabbi Yaakov Kamenetsky, Rabbi Leib Cywiak. Rabbi Moshe Feinstein (speaking), Rabbi Moshe 
Sherer, Rabbi Boruch Sorotzkin, Rabbi Chaim Dov Keller. Rabbi Menachem Porush. 
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ENGLISH LANGU."iGE SYMPOSIUM?"The Lonely Jew" in a World in Upheave/- Rahhi Chaim Doi' Keller. Rahhi Sh/mno 
Freifeld, Dr. Israel Meyer Kirzner. 

INFORMAL cONf-'l'Rf'~'CF Rahhi Yaaknl' Yitzchok Rudennan. Rahhi Yaako1· Kan1enetsky. Rahhi 
111oshc Fef115fei11. Rahhi Baruch Sorot:kin 

SAT\ rRDA Y NK;1rr. M efave M a/ke Celehration 
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virtue of the presence and participation of 
leading rabbinical figures. In addition to 
those mentioned previously, the sessions were 
addressed by R<ibbi Jeruchem Gorelick, Rab
bi Shlomo Rottenberg, Rabbi Levi I. 
Horowitz (Bostoner Rebbe · Boston). Rabbi 
Yechetkel Gruhner (Detroit), Rabbi Leizer 
Levine (Detroit), among others. The 
evening's session was introduced by Rabbi 
Chaskel Besser. 

Saturday Night's KEYNOTE SESSION 

AT THE KEYNOTI-. SESSION on Saturday night, 
the auditorium of the Sheraton-Deauville 
Hotel was filled beyond capacity with 
chartered busloads of Gerrer and Vizhnitzer 
Chassidim, as well as autos of delegates who 
motored in from New York, Philadelphia, 
Lakewood, Baltimore, and other neighboring 
communities. The session was introduced by 
Mr. Louis J. Septimus, Chairman of the 
Convention, and addressed by Rabbi Moshe 
Feinstein, Rabbi Leib Gurwicz, and the ex
ecutive president of Agudath Israel of 
America. Rabbi Moshe Sherer. Greetings 
were also offered from both Zeirei and 
Pirchei Agudath Israel (Agudath Israel's 
youth divisions) by Yossie Bleier and Joseph 
Greenberg. 

Rabbi Leib Gurwicz called for "an end to 
the despondency and pessimism which has 
gripped the Jewish consciousness,'' <ind 
pointed to historical examples of "Divine in
tervention, of which we must be worthy. 
which has consistently protected the Jewish 
people from those who would destroy them." 

The "American Jewish Establishment" was 
.~harply criticized by Rabbi Moshe Sherer. for 
"'treuting in public receptions the Russian 
emigrant Panov husband and wife te<im of 
b<itlet dancers as if they were Jews. when Mr. 
Panov's mother was non-Jewish and his wife 
openly admits that she is not of Jewish 
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origin.'' He stated that, "these public recep
tions. given by Jewish organizations to the 
Panovs as 'Jewish heroes·, are a damaging 
blow to the preservation of authentic Jewish 
identity." The Agudath Israel leader also an
nounced that the Agudath Israel movement is 
expanding its social service programs for the 
Jewish community at an accelerrated pace. 
which will help the aged and the needy "with 
programs provided with a unique traditional 
Jewish navor." 

SUNDAY SESSION 

SUN DA y MORNl:-JG"S SYMPOSIUM "Priorities on 
the Agenda of the American Agudah" proved 
to be a kaleidescope of concerns and ongoing 
activities. Featured at this session were: an 
address by the noted author and journalist 
Mr. Moshe Prager (Bnei Brak) on 
"Remembering the Holocaust: The Role of 
the Survivor": Rabbi Gavriel Beer 
(Jerusalem) spoke about the work of the Yad 
E!imelech youth centers: Rabbi Shmuel 
Leizerson (Jerusalem) reported on the ac
complishments of the American Agudah's 
Russiam Immigrant Rescue Fund; Rabbi 
Sau! Shenker. Director of J.E.P., spoke on 
"Reaching Out to American Jewish Youth,"' 
reporting on a fruitful year of activities. 
delineating a creative agenda for the year 
ahead: Rabbi Dovid Grossman. Director of 
the Agudah's Bensonhurst Senior Citizens 
Center. spoke on "Providing Social Ser
vices": Rabbi Menachem Shayovich of 
COLCA (Commission on Legislation and 
Civic Action) reported on "Protecting Jewish 
Interests Before Legislative Bodie.s." 

The final session of the conclave was 
devoted to the problems of the large number 
of immigrants expected in Israel from Russia 
as u result of the negotiations over the 
Jackson Amendment. und the delegates voted 
to increase the scope of the Rw;;siam Im
migrant Rescue Fund. an independent agency 
established by Agudath Israel to deal with the 
spiritual absorption of Russian •'olim"' in the 
Holy Land. 

At the conclusion of the session, the 
Convention's resolutions were read by Mr. 
Joseph Friedenson. Secretary-General of 
Agudath Israel of America und Managing 
Editor of Dos Yiddishe Vort. The Convention 
apprqved a huge expansion program by the 
Agudath Israel movement in all of its areas of 
concern. particularly in the fields of outreach 
programs to non-committed youth, coping 
with the social service needs of the Jewish 
community. and in Jewish education for 
young and old. The Convention Program 
Coordinutor was Rabbi Yaakov Schwebel. 
and the Co-Chairman of the Convention 
Committee was Rabbi Leib Cywiak. 
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SAME LOCATION - OTHER CONVENTIONS 

CONCURREl'<T WITH the Agudath Israel 
Convention in Atlantic City, the N'shei 
Agudath Israel (Agudah Women of America) 
held specinl session.<> of their own. They heard 
reports on their philanthropic undertakings 
in Israel, as well as a rich Torah program. 
featuring lectures by Rebbetzins Sorah 

Freifeld and Rochel Sorotzkin. 
ZFJREI AGUDATH ISRAEL the Agud<ih's youth 
arm. also held sessions, devoted to the evalua
tion of the organization's activities during the 
past year. and consultations with Torah 
authorities as hov. to most effectively further 
its work. 

RABBI LASERSON, PROMINENT RUSSIAN IMMIGRANT 
RESCUE LEADER VISITS U.S. 

RABH! AVRAHAM YOSEF !.ASERSON. Director
General of the Israeli committee of the Rus
sian Immigrant Rescue Fund arrived here at 
the end of November to report on the latest 
developments to the 52nd National Conven
tion of Agudath Israel of America. He is also 
visiting: key Orthodox Jewish Rabbis 
throughout the country to clarify the 
challenge of assuring the religious absorption 
of the large number of immigrants expected 
in Israel during the coming year because of 
the Jackson Amendment. 

Kabhi Laserson. a piornincnt young 
religious activist from Jerusalem. is the son of 
a former spiritual leader of Yeshivas Sefas 
Emes. Rabbi Simcha Bunim Laserson of 
blessed memory. and a grandson of Rabbi 
Chaim Leib Auerbach of blessed memory. the 
founder and head of the Yeshivas 
Hamikubalim "Sha'ar Hasham<1yim'· of 
Jerusalem. He has earned an enviable reputa
tion for his record in establishing numerous 
constructive procedures throughout Israel to 
help fill the needs of Russian olin1. 

The Russian Immigrant Rescue Fund was 
founded as an independent agency at the 49th 
Nutional Convention of Agudath Israel three 
years ago. At Agudath Israel\ 52nd National 
Convention held at Atlantic City. Rabbi 
Laserson appeared before a special con
ference of community activists and eminent 
Roshei Yeshivas. chaired by Rabbi Moshe 
Feinstein. during \\."hich a broadening of the 
scope and program of the Russian Immigrant 
Rescue Fund was put into effect. 

TRADITION PERSONNEL AGENCY 

"Ip 
"At Your Service With All Your Employment Needs" 

Need A Shomer Shabbos Job? 
Looking For A Shomer Shabbos Person? 

For Fast, Efficient and Courteous Service 
18 W. 45th St., New York, N. Y. 10036 • 563-3994 

The ~wly remodeled and 
refurbil.Md Af>ERION offen 
luKuriou1 Glott Ko~her Foti!ities 
with 1uch elegonl new touch.,.. u1: 

SE,.,.,ltATE 
SMOWGASIOltD ROOMS 

Ol'IN CHUPAH ROO'-' 
,...ith lridol Silovh•tt• 

Dorne Conopy 
Jv1t compMted ... 

the oft - fmpiN "-"" 

the 
PRUZANSKY BROTHERS 

announce a policy of 

SPECIAL CATERINO RATES 
throughout the year . . 

wirh particularly modtratt package deals. 
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AGUDATH ISRAEL'S 
RUSSIAN IMMIGRANT RESCUE FUND 

A Financial Report and a Plea for Funds 
The following is a summary of the expenditures of the Russian Immigrant Rescue 
Fund's activities in Israel during its first two years of operation, 197 2-7 3: 

I. Construction and purchase of buildings to house 
Yeshivos and religious centers for "Olim." 

Tutorial help and Guidance for i~migrant youth in religious schools. 

1972 

109,000 
44,000 2. 

3. 
4. 
5. 

6. 
7. 

8. 
9. 

10. 
I I. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 

Kindergartens and day care centers for immigrant children 41,600 
Ulpanim to teach Hebrew langauge under religious auspices 54,000 
Afternoon clubs for immigrant youth. 14,000 
Purchase and maintenance of buildings for shuls for Russian "olim." 35,500 
Scholarships for immigrant youth in religious institutions. 174,000 
Regular Torah lectures for youth and adults in the language of the "olim." 18,000 
Religious articles (Sifrei Torah, Tephilin, Mezuzos, Talasos, etc.) for thousands of "olim." 54;000 
Summer camps for i,500 immigrant children. 29,000 
Periodic visits to immigrant residential centers of Russian immigrants. 
Public gatherings for religious information 
Salaries and expenses for professional field workers and activists. 
Free loans and direct support to needy individuals. 
Educational pamphlets on religious topics for "olim." 
Special projects for education regarding and the celebration of Yomim Tovim. 
Office maintenance and administrational expenses 

18. Miscellaneous. 

73.000 
27,000 
17,000 
16,000 
27,000 
24.000 
37,000 

8,000 

1973 

512,000 
30,000 

149,000 
33,500 

8.300 
32,200 

259,100 
41,500 
51,000 
43,000 
74,100 
38,000 
31,000 
86,000 
57,500 
21,800 
75,000 

6,500 
Income Expenditures 

Income from Israel and abroad, 1972-73 2,353,709 2,351,600 

The Russian Immigrant Rescue Fund is expanding the scope of its operation in anticipation of great numbers of 
Russian "o/im" who will be coming to Israel as a result of the Jackson Amendment. We must be prepared to meet 
spiritual needs. 
In the name of the Gedolei Torah in Eretz Yisroel. under whose direction the activities of the Russian Immigrant 
Rescue Fund are carried out, we appeal to all concientious Jews to expend every effort to bring maximum spiritual 
help to our valient brothers who are being freed from the Soviet Union. 

Please send in your generous contribution immediately. 

RABBINIC SPONSORS 

Rahbi Yoscf Breuer 
Rav. Congregation Adas Yeshurun 

Rabbi Samuel Ehrenfeld 
Rav of Mattesdorf 

Rabbi Moshe Feinstein 
Rosh Yeshiva, Tifereth Jerusalem 

Rabbi Mnrdechai Giftcr 
Rosh Yeshiva, Te/she 

Rabbi Shlomo Halberstam 
Bobover Rebbe 

Rabbi Moshe Hes•hel 
Kopitshni1zer Rebbe 

R,1bbi Pinch.-is Hirs•hrrung 
Rav of Montreal 

R.-ibbi Moses Horowitz 
Rav of Montreal 

Rabbi Moses Horowitz 
Bosroner Rebbe 

Rabbi Israel Srira 
Bluzever Rebbe 

Rabbi Eliezer Syshc Portugal 
Sekulener Rebbe 

Rabbi Ja•ob !. Ruderman 
Rosh Yeshiva, Ner Israel 

Rabbi Ged.-ilia S•horr 
Rosh Yeshiva, Torah Vodaarh 

Rabbi Borud1 Sorot7kin 
Rosh Yeshiva, Te/she 

Rabbi Nochum Perlow 
Noveminsker Rebbe 

Rabbi Yitzchok Hutner 
Rosh Yeshiva. Kole! Cur Aryeh 

Rabbi Shrage Ka!manowi!z 
Rosh Yeshiva. Mir 

Rabbi Ya.-ikov Kamenetzky 
Rosh Yeshiva. Torah Vodaath 

Rabbi Schneur Kotler 
Rosh Yeshiva, Beth Medrash Govoha 
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Treasurers: 
Dr. Ernst Bodenheimer 
Moshe Braunstein 
Sidney Greenwald 

Chairman: 
Max Berg 

Co-Chairman: 
Rarhael Klugman 

Russian Immigrant Rescue Fund, Suite 914 
5 Beekman Street, NYC I 0038 

Gentlemen: 
I haven't stopped caring for my Soviet brothers who are 

coming home to Yiddishkeitr 

Enclosed please find my contribution of$ .... 

NAME. 

ADDRESS 

CrTY .. STATE ..... ZIP 
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